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VARIETIES.—A Pamphlet containing useful infor
mation for tbose who hold or who are about to hold . spirit
• circles in their own homes. Published at The Spiritualist
newspaper branch office, 33, Great Ruttc^-ttrcct, London,
W.O. Price
post free
or six copies post free

for 6d.

Id.;

for l^d.;

38, GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY, W.O.
Entrance in Woburn Street.

Published Weekly ; Price Twopence.

THE

PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF
GREAT BRITAIN,
11, Chandos Street, Cavendish Square, London, W
President—Mr. Serjeant Cox.

CALENDAR FOR DECEMBER, 1878.
Monday, and.—DiscussiON Meeting. Captain Burtou,
F.R.G.S., on “ Spiritualism Iu Eastern
Lands."
Friday, Grfh.—General Purposes Committee, at 2.40 p.m.
„
..
Expriinennal 1 Rseearch Oomnitteee, at
6.30 p.m.
Tuesday, Wh—Finance Committee Meeting, at 6 p.m.
„
,,
Council Meeting, at 6.30 p.m.
Friday, lSth.—ExperImeutal Research Committee, at 6.30
p.m.
Monday, IGth.—Discussion Meeting. Mr. Stainton Moses,
M.A., on “ The Intelligent Operator at
the Other End of the Line.”
Wednesday, l8t7^.—Houte and Offices Committee, at 2 p.m.
„
Sorree Commiteee. al 5.30 p.m.
Friday, 2fth.—Library Committee, at 2.30 p.m.
„
,,
Experimental Research Committee, at 6.30.
CHRISTMAS CLOSING.
The Offices of the Association will be closed from Monday
evening, 23rd, and reopened on Monday, 30th.

TCrt Society was established in February, 1872, for the pro
motion of psychological science in all its branches. Its objeel
is the investigation of the forces, organic and intelligent, that
move and direct the material mechanism of man. Communi
cations. as to alleged phenomena are invited by the Committee
of inquiry who hold investigation sittings without subscribing
to or recoguising any particular theory or belief.
All particulars may be obtained on application to
FRANCIS K. MUNTON, Honorary Secretary.
________________________________ Wllletdeu, N.W,_______________
ALLAN KARDEC (Blackwell’s Translations).
THE SPIRITS’ BOOK (1838). From the 120th thousand.
THE MEDIUMS’ BOOK (1861). From the 85th thousand
HEAVEN AND HELL (1863). From the 60th thousand

____________ Price 7s. 6d.

Trubner & Co., London.

BRITISH NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
SPIRITUALISTS,
FORTNIGHTLY DISCUSSION MEETINGS.

BRIXTON PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

SESSION, 1878-9.

OFFICES—6, Loughborough-road-north, Brixton.

Nov. 4.—Mr. Bouwick, F.R.G.S., “ Soul Ideas amongst the
Ancient Egyptians."
Nov. 18.—Mrs. Fitz-Gerald, “ Experreucet in the Home Circle,
No. 1.”
Dec. 2.—Captain R. F. Burton, F.R.G.S., “Spiritualism iu
Eastern Lands.”
Dec. 16.—Mr. Starnton-Motct, M.A., “ The intelligent Operator
at the other end of the Line.”
Jan. 6.—Baroness von Vay, “ Visions in Vettelt of Water."
Jan. 20.—Mr. W, H. Harrison, “ Hauutings.’’
Feb. 3.— Mrtt Krtllngbury, “ Apparitions of the Living."
Feb. 17.—Dr. Carter Blake, “ On the Nerve Ether."
March 3.—Dr. Wyld. “ Christian Occultism.”
March 17.—Mrs. Ellis, “Experiences iu the Home Circle,
No. 2.”
April 7.—Dr. Bloede, “ PtynCometry.”
April 21.—Mr. C. C. Mlassey, “ On some of the lett-kunwn
Facts of Sprritualrtm.”
May2.—Mr. D. Fitz-Gerald, M.S.Tcl.E., “Recent Research la
the Phenomena of Spirrtualrtm.”
May. 19.) These days are purposely left free for the drtcuttrou
June 2.f
of any subjects of importance that may arise.
June 16.—Mir. StalntOD-Mntct, M.A., “Review of the Settlon.”

the society is to promote the study of
Psychology and Spiritualism, and kindred subjects.
Members have the privilege of attending seances with wellknown mediums, and are entitled to the use of books on
Spiritualism from the Library.
For information as to rules of membership. &c., &c., apply
to—
H. E. FRANCES, Hon. Sec.
The object of
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lectures.—a

Course of Three Lectures (with the permission of the
authorities) will be given by C. Carter Blake, Doct. Sci., Lec
turer on Comparative Anatomy and Zoology, Westminster
Hospital, during the Christmas week. Hours 11 to 6. Tickets
2s. each. Address C. Carter Blake, care of 3S, Great Russellstreet, W.C.
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LAND-STREET, W.
The Committee ha ve the pleasure of announcing a CONCERT
in aid of the Mission to Friendless and Fallen Women, on
Tuesday Evening, November 26th, 1878.
The following distinguished Artistes have kindly promised
their valuable assistance: Madame Leibhart, Madame Schneegans, Mrs. Gregory, Mrs. Georgina Weldon, Miss Terry, Miss
Elene Webster, Signor Federici, Mr. E. A. Tletlcent, Mr. A.
Critchett, Mr. W. Gregory. Violiu: Signor Scuderi. Con
ductors : Signor Bunlo^i, Signor Corani.
The Piano to be used on this occasion will be the NEW
MELO PIANO, by Kirkman.
Doors open at 7.30, to commence at 8 precisely. Sofa Stalls,
10s. fid . ; Stalls, Ss. ; Unroscrved Seats, 3s.; Balcony, 2s.
Tickets may be obtained at the Hall and at Mrs. MALTBY’S,
61, Gowcr-strect, W.O.

ADBROKE

I

HALL, LADBROKE

k GROVE ROAD, NOTTING HILL, W. (Not Notting
Hill Gate).
A SERIES OF SUNDAY SERVICES for the dissemination
of the Gospel of Spiritual Truth are in course of delivery in
the above Hall, by W. H. LAMBELLE, who will deliver a
course of addresses on the “ ORIGIN OF RELIGIOUS RITES
AND CEREMONIES."
Doors open at 6.30 and closed at 7 promptly, to prevent
interruption during the progress of the Servicet.

unacy law reform association.

L
unacy law amendment society,
L

64, Berners-street, London. Office Hours from 10 to 4,
and Tuesday Evening from 6 to 7. Closed on Saturdays.

4, Wine Office-court, Fleet-street. Office Court, daily
between 11 and 3 (Sattur<iayfi)ll and 1). Secretary, James
Billington, who will receive all letters for Mrs. Weldon.

EAVES FROM MY LIFE.

L

A narrative of

Personal Exxcriencet, with some account of American
Spiritualism, as seen during a twelvemonth's visit to the
United States. Two Portraits. By J. J. Mouse. Price 2s.
From the Autho”, at Elm Tre.e-terracc, Uttox.eter-road, Derby

MPOSSIBILITIES MADE PROBABLE.

I

Consisting of three propositions, viz.:—1. Vitality makes
Matter. 2. Soul is Omnipotent. 3. A Persistent Life Natural
to Mau. Bv J. M. London : Charles Watts, 84, Fleet-street,
E.C. Price 6d_________________________________________________ _

JAMES

MALTBY,

R. and MISS DIETZ, having concluded

ARMY TAILOR AND ACCOUTREMENT MAKER
their te^iet of recitations at Langham Hall (“One of
To Her Majesty’s Military and Naval Forces
the most successful terlet ever known inLondou”), are now
Everything of the best quality,
making Engagements for the Provinces, and will visit—CoalAt special prices to Spiritualists, to whom refcrencet can be
brookdale, October 29; Glasgow (City Hall), November 2;
given. 2 per cent for cash.
Deal, November 19; Maidstone, November 20; Perry Barr,
December 3; Now Swindon, January 8, 1879. Favourable
8, HANOVER PLACE, REGENT’S PARK, LONDON, N.W. ’
terms arranged with Institutes or with Progressive Societies,
EVERYBODY HIS OWN PRINTER.
en route.
For particulars address Mr. Frank Dietz, 24, Denbigh-street,
“MO^I^Jl”
London, S.W.
Is a self-inking one and can easily bo worked by a child
Mr. Dietz is open to deliver an original lecture ou
of ten.
“ American Humour," illustrated by characteristic renderings
of the examples selected from different authors.
Its Simplicity is its recommendation.
You will flud it a great source of interest and recreation,
^^0 saving you time and money.
29 and 30, Southampton-buildings, Ohaucery-lane.
Press, including Type and all accessories, from £5.
DEPOSITS received at INTEREST for statod periods or re
payable ou demand. Current Accounts opened with persons
O. G, SQU1NTAN1 & Co.
properly introduced, and Interest allowed ou the minimum
Show R0oms:—3, Ludgate Circus Butldings,LondOn, E.C.
monthly balances. No charge made for keeping accounts.
Send for au illustrated pamphlet, “HOW TO PRINT,”
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.
containing an abridged bistory of the art of printing, general
The Bank undertakes the custody of Securities of Customers,
catalogue of printing materials, tpeclmcut of type, &c., &c.
and the Collection of Bills of Exchange, Dividends and
post fre e, seven stamps._______________________________________
Coupons. Stocks and Shares purchased and sold and
advances made thereon.
Office Hours from 10 till 4, excepting Saturdays, then from
meet with another to share her superior residence, and
10 to 2. On Mondays the Bank is open until 9 p.m.
join her iu Spiritualistic ruvcttlgatiout. A., 2, Scarsdale
A Pamphlet with full particulars on application.
ViUas, Kensington, S,, London,
c

M
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IRKBECK BANK. — Established ' 1821 —

A LADY SPIRITUALIST would be happy to

FRANCIS BAYENS BOFT, Manager.
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THE BRITISH NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF SPIRITUALISTS.
3S, GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY, LONDON.
This organisation, comprising several hundred members,
has puhlic offices, a reading-room and library, with a secretary
in attendance to receive visitors and answer inquiries. Seances
can be attended by recommendation from a member, Terms,
for use of library and reading-room, one guinea per annum.

THE HOLBORN PESTAUPANT,
218, HIGH HOLBORN.
One oj the Sights and one of the Cfn^m^oTts of London.
Attractions of the Chief Parisian Establishments, with the
quiet and order essontial to English Customs,

THE

TRIUMPH

OF

LOVE,

A Mystical Poem, in Songs, Sonnets, and Verse, by
ELLA DIETZ,
“ Now will I go and walk the wide earth round,
And tell to every soul that I do meet,
The oniy way that true love may be found,
And how, when found, of all things good and sweet
It is most blest, most holy, most divine,”
Cloth, small 8vo, price 8b. 6d, London, W.C. Spiritualist
Newspaper Branch Office,
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SPIRITUALISM AND THE ROYAL SOCIETY.

|

Mb. William Crookes, devisor of the radiometer and
discoverer of thallium, editor of the Quarterly Journal of
Science, and one of the certifiers of the reality of the
materialised spirit, Katie King, has just been elected to the
the Council of the Royal Society, which shows as much toleration on the part of the society towards the advocates of unpopular truths as it exhibited when, under similar spiritual
conditions, it elected Mr. C. F. Varley as a member. This
action will stand in history as a mild set-off to its previous
rejection of the psychic memoir of Mr. Crookes, and to the
letters against the psychic phenomena of nature written by
its two secretaries. We mean the letter which Professor
Stokes, the discoverer of fluorescence, wrote about Spiritualism at the British Association at Edinburgh, and the two
letters which the other secretary, Professor Huxley, wrote to
the Dialectical Society. Nevertheless, the circumstance that
the Royal Society once acted towards spiritual phenomena,
just as it acted towards the phenomena described to it by
Franklin in his paper on Lightning Conductors, can never,
by subsequent action, be wiped out from the pages of history.
Perhaps the Royal Society trusted too much to its extra
ordinary member, Dr. Carpenter.
The absence of prejudice displayed by the Society in the
election of Mr. Crookes is gratifying, so also is the circum
stance that its president, Mr. Spottiswoode, is so true a
philosopher that he may be depended upon not to commit
himself to utterances upon a subject he has not investigated.
Times have changed since the recent occasion when there
was such severe contention in the Royal Society about his
election as its treasurer.
These somewhat personal matters offer small opportunity
for philosophical criticism; but while on the subject of the
Royal Society, we may ask why Professor Huxley, and all
the religious revolutionists connected with it, find it
impossible to begin work before a gorgeous mace is placed
lovingly on the table before the president by a suave
assistant secretary ? They all laugh at a consecrated
wafer, but how about the use of the mace? Would they
reverence the National Association of Spiritualists, if
at the reading of Captain Burton’s paper next Monday,
nobody could say a word before the broom of Mrs. All way,
the housekeeper, was laid on a velvet cushion across the
front of the table ? Does Professor Huxley feel as un
comfortable during the performance of this superstitious
mace rite as he did when travelling about surrounded by
lacqueys in the gilded coach of the Mayor of Liverpool ?
When Mr. E. B. Tylor lectures again at the Royal Institu
tion on the survival of savage superstitions in modern times,
let him say less about Spiritualistic stances, and more about
the metallic mace of the Royal Society, which locks the
tongues of all the members of the Council, until the rays of
the visible part of the spectrum are reflected by the said
mace through the lenses of their eyes—a material operation
producing a psychic result, well worthy the investigation of
Mr. Serjeant Cox.
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Cabinet Stances.—Genuine manifestations are given under such
suspicious conditions at cabinet seances, mixed perhaps in a very few
cases with actually fraudulent performances, that we have been writing
down this class of occurrences for half a year, and think that cabinet
seances should be published only when the tests have been severe. This
will not interfere with anything in private life. In America, during the
past four years, inconclusive cabinet seances have given ten or twelve
most violent public blows to the movement, far worse than any blows
given by its enemies. In England they have given but one, and should
give no more. Nearly, if not quite, ail cabinet manifestations can be
obtained without a cabinet, while the hands of the medium are held
by the sitters along side him in private houses.
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PRINCE BISMARCK’S' OPPOSITION TO MODERN
MATERIALISM.
BY

CHRISTIAN

REIMERS,

is natural to ask, when we are puzzled with difficult
problems, what are the opinions of the foremost leaders of
the age ? What is Bismarck’s opinion about the life here
after? is a question which has no doubt sometimes been
silently put by investigators of spiritual phenomena after
. they have passed safely through the lowest phases of
seemingly absurd, repulsive, and even adulterated mani
festations. Prince Bismarck is the centre of the present
development of history, and we anticipate instinctively that
from his high point of view he has a perception of these
“signs,” and their meaning in the current of progress.
Curiously enough, he gives us an answer like those of the
j
reticent spirits in experimental seances, that is, when he is
not asked, as the interesting new book by Dr. Busch, On
Bismarck, reveals.
The general cry of the people everywhere upon viewing
the alarming growth of materialism is “ Is there a God and
immortality ? ” Who will deny that a positive science
proof answer involves the moral shaping of society?
although minds born with the genius of purity and
righteousness seem to be independent of any creed or
religious system. Such persons strive for moral perfection
for the sake of its own inherent beauties ; hence the glorious
examples even of blameless atheists or infidels. But the
broad masses of the human races, led by the lower and
animal impulses, must be ruled by the doctrine imposed on
them.
The triumphs (?) of modern German science are the
destruction of religious faith, the dismissal of God, and the
annihilation of the soul with the decay of the body. This
fearful watchword, “ Annihilation I ” thundering forth from
the throne of science has taken root all over the globe, as
utterances in every daily paper sadly reveal. Let us not be
misled by occasional well-filled churches.
Go with the
worthy churchman into his smoking-room, and listen to his
schemes of bank-swindling and similar robberies in sweet
harmony with other “ elders.” Let us turn our eyes from
the open market to domestic life, and see the effects of
running after fashion and the pleasures of the moment.
Where are the attractions of “Home, sweet home?”
Money-squandering wives cripple the successes of toiling
husbands, and the not unfrequent warning in daily papers,
“ I hereby make known that I am not responsible for the
debts of my wife,” may frighten many a new candidate for
matrimony.
Everywhere the brutal outbreaks of the
philosophy of chance stare us in the face, and this wide
spread moral corruption is widening in hidden and even
respectable quarters.
If the line of our existence extends only between two
points, cradle and coffin, we must of course make the best of
that miserable span, and our worldly plans may be good
enough if the lid of the coffin is to be the extinguisher of the
flame of life. So permeated is Fatherland with this view of
life that eveiy confession of belief in God and a hereafter is
branded as evidence of questionable sanity of mind, and the
hero of intellect, rising high above the level of common
understanding, is supposed to have stripped off the oldfashioned garment of faith in his ascent to that part of
truth which is revealed by the microscope, dissecting-knife,
and other sharp instruments.
Prince Bismarck was supposed to be likewise crowned
with the materialistic glory of modern science, but he has
just made a “clean breast” of his religious views, with his
proverbial sincerity and truthfulness. He says :—
“ I cannot conceive how a man can live without a belief
i
in a revelation, in a God who orders all things for the best,
It
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in a Supreme Judge from whom there is no appeal, and in
a future life. If I were not a Christian, I should not remain
at my post for a single hour. If I did not rely on God
Almighty I should not put my trust in princes. I have
enough to live on, and am sufficiently genteel and dis
tinguished without the Chancellor’s office. Why should I
go on working indefatigably, incurring trouble and annoyance,
unless convinced that God had ordained me to fulfil these
duties ? If I were not persuaded that this German nation
of ours, in the divinely appointed order of things, is destined
to be something great and good, I should throw off the
diplomatic profession the very moment. Orders and titles
to me have no attraction. The firmness I have shown in
combating all manner of absurdities for ten years past is
solely derived from faith. Take away my faith and you
destroy my patriotism. But for my strict and literal belief
in the truths of Christianity, but for my acceptance of the
miraculous groundwork of religion, you would not have
lived to see me the sort of Chancellor I am. Find me a
successor as firm a believer as myself, and I will resign at
once. But I live in a generation of pagans. I have no
desire to make proselytes, but am constrained to confess my
faith. If there is among us any self-denial and devotion to
king and country, it is a remnant of religious belief un
consciously clinging to our people from the days of our
sires. For my own part, I prefer a rural life to any other.
Rob me of my faith that unites me to God, and I return to
Varzin to devote myself industriously to the production of
rye and oats.”
Prince Bismarck’s personal views about Christianity are
still more accurately defined in a trait noticed in these
memoirs. When sent for in hot haste to receive the captive
Napoleon, at Sedan, sundry devotional books and tracts
were found scattered about his sleeping apartment. Among
them were the Tagliche Losungsn der Briidergemeinde fur
1870; the Tagliche Erquickung glaubiger Christen, &c.
These are peculiar books, edited by and for the Herrenhuter,
or Moravian congregations; they are conceived in the
spirit of the doctrine of continuous inspiration ; they
admit daily miracles, and the immediate and momentary
interference of the Deity in our thoughts and acts. They
assert the divine influence of certain texts over certain
days of the year, and they carry mystic views so far as to
assert that the guiding hand of Providence is found in the
verse the eye first lights upon on opening the Bible for
counsel. These books the prince habitually reads at night.
In keeping with this nightly study is Prince Bismarck’s
avowal of his “ observance ” of certain days. He objects to
sitting down thirteen to dinner, and he will conclude no
treaties on Fridays, convinced that they will not prosper.
Religion versus Materialism.—The men of science who treat as vain
superstitions the beliefs by which human beings hook themselves on to
a higher ideal of existence than the mere earthly and animal one are
sad fabulists too, with all their scepticism and in spite of their constant
demand for positive proofs, such as in the nature of things cannot be
arranged on trays or placed under microscopes, when it is not admea
surements of a butterfly’s feather or a gossamer thread that are under
discussion, but the correlation of mind and matter, and the complicated
inspirations, intentions, desires, and intertwining consciousness of depths
above, below, and beyond the range of material knowledge, which form
the soul of humanity. These iconoclasts of science tell us that civilisa
tion has been built up upon fables, and that man differs, not in kind, but
only in degree, from the beasts that perish. His very remote ancestor,
or prototype, is the Ascidian, and the monkey is his grandfather. But
whence came the Ascidian ? Oh, the Ascidian developed from the same
vital germ as all other organic life, plants as well as animals of all
kinds ! And whence the germ ? Sir W. Thomson suggests that it was
brought on a meteoric stone from some other sphere. Professor Huxley
believes that there was a time when the earth itself produced protoplasm,
which was quickened by electricity, or other natural and spontaneous
combination of elements or forces. Well, well, when science will have
told all its fables, bridged all the chasms in the evidence by bold
assumptions, and produced a consistent creed, we suspect that, after all,
there will be as much demand for religious aspirations and consolations
as ever by all the tribes and nations of the earth on whom the doom of
death, thraldom, or madness has not been pronounced. History does
prove, indeed, that the nations which depart from religious faith and
worship quickly perish, or are made hewers of wood and drawers of
water by those whose faith is living and strength-giving. But it also
teaches that as fast as effete nations perish in their materialism, others,
animated by the same immortal hope which has differentiated man from
monkeys from the beginning, come in their place, and unfurl the ever
old, still ever-new, religious banner.— Glasgow Daily News.
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THE TOWER OF TURVIL.
Mn. H. Cholmondeley-Pennell, some years ago, spent some time
in investigating spiritual phenomena; he was also one of the guests at
the marriage of Mr. H. D. Jencken and Miss Kate Fox. His poetical
works have passed through several editions. The following fine poem is
quoted by permission from Mr. Pennell’s Modern Babylon (John
Camden Hotten, London):—■

“ High was the Tower of Turvil;
Turvil, that stood by the shore of the shadowless wave;
With the clouds of the West in the folds of its blazing banner,—
High was the Tower of Turvil;
And Sir Geoffrey was glimmering into the valley of years,
With the grave-light strong in his eyes,
And a murmur at dusk thro’ the halls of his stately castle
That whispered ‘ Death,’
Very safe was the whispering Tower of Turvil!
Massive the walls
As if to withstand the sweep of the deluge;
But their dayB, too, were numbered.
Already the dry rot was in their bones;
The dark floors had begun to sink t’wards their centres;
And at night—
When the bat flapt—
From the turret above dropped and crumbled the mortar,
With a quiet ominous rattle
Like gravel upon a coffin.

“ And so Geoffrey glimmered away into the valley of years ;
And Harold hunted in the woods ;
And Alaric played with Effie and Ella in the tower,—
Fair Ella! whose step was as light as a cobweb : . . .
And yet there was a Fiend in the family,
And nobody knew it.
“ Young and lusty was Harold
As Sir Geoffrey was failing and old;
Ella and Effie
The rose and the snowdrop for beauty.
And Alaric the sunshine of Turvil Tower.
But after the sunshine comes the shadow,
As surely as night follows morning,
And after Alaric
As he rush’d thro’ Turvil with his wild bright laugh,
Went a shadow—and a footstep—
And the shadow was the shadow of death.

“ On thro’ the halls went Alaric ;
On thro’ the Tenantless Chamber,
Over the trembling rafters,
Up, high up, to the Windy Turret where the ancient of ravens
Had builded her nest in the ivy:
And after Alaric
The shadow, and the footstep with never an echo.
“ ‘ The raven hath eggs ! ’ cried Alaric,
And fearlessly bent over the parapet ....
Hush—who scream’d ? where is Alaric ? ... .
Down, far down,
A speck on the sharp grey rocks;
A crimson speck at the foot of the Whispering Tower—
Hideously dead.
----- Dead ? the false coping gave way—
No, stiff stands the wall like a rock;
Only the ivy is loosened and torn, as if hands ,
In despairing had grasped it ;
And here and there
Flutters an emerald strand in the sun.
Alaric was ever a cragsman,—
Ever his foot was at home on the dizzying turret,—
His eye was an eagle’s !
Alaric would never have fallen ?
From the battlement glideth a shadow,—
And a footstep— * * *
Surely there was a fiend in the family,
Tho’ nobody knew it.

“ Heaven ! how Sir Geoffrey raved,—
The joy of his heart was Alaric:
But man cannot mourn without end,
Grief’s tide turns again to its source
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As the snow-covered Northland drinks back to its bosom
The fiery fountain that rent it.
i1 have three left,’ said Sir Geoffrey:—
But at night—
When the bat flapt—
From the turret above shook and crumbled the mortar,
With a ceaseless, ominous rattle,
Like the rattle of stones on a coffin.
*

*

*

*

Thro’ the wild woods went the sisters,
Lovingly hand in hand;
Loose were the tresses of Effie,
Pearls shone like stars in her hair,
And a glittering serpent of gold was the girdle of Ella the beautiful.

Fair as the day was Effie!
Effie, the light of her father’s eyes;
Lovely and gentle as summer,
And her heart was as fair as her face; —
But after the summer comes winter ;
Over the flower the snow falls ;
And over the golden locks and the sun-bright face
Fell a winter—
.
The winter of death.
“ O, sweet in the spring is the lily,
And crimson of roses in June;
O, fweetin the hush hf f twilight wood
Is the carol of birds, as the voice
Of the maiden he loves to the lover.
But bitter it is when the lily
Wafts death from its odorous bosom,—
Bitter it is when the snake-wreath
Lies coiled in the red of the rose,
And the song of the wood-bird is mute when the night-raven
Croaks thro’ the shuddering forest.
Hark!—
Is the sound that goes tingling up to the sides
The scream of the owl from the turret ?
The shriek of the night-raven over its hawk-stricken young ?
Or the desolate cry of a human heart in its woe ?
The terrible cry of a father bereft of his child.
“ See, thro' the long halls they bear her;
Dead in their arms, the bright blossom—
Effie, the light of their hearts;
The pearls have fall’n from the tresses,
Only the fair head shines like the day;
And look?—do they not see ?—black,
Black in the delicate neck? ....
Verily there was a fiend in the family, and they would not know it?

“ Slowly the cold moons waned, and Sir Geoffrey
Wept no longer for Effie;
But deep on his forehead
Were graven the lines of unalt’rable gloom :
Back to his heart he crushed
The ghastly suspicions,
The horrible fancies that whispered.
And fairer and fairer grew Ell la;
Ella the wondrously bright,
The inconceivably beautiful,—
Fair with a beauty unearthly;
Dazzled her smile where it fell, as the sun,
And .her teeth—were like ice. . . .
But at night—
When the bat fapt—
From the turret above roll’d and rush’d the crumbling stones and the
mortar,
With a wild and terrible rattle,
Like the crashing of beams on a coffin.
“ As a giant was Harold for strength ;
Broad and massive and tall;
The stateliest tree
In the stately forest of Turvil.
Tired of hunting the were-wolf,
Like an oak lay Harold in the great hall and slumbered ;
Pleasant to look at as morning 1
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But after the morning
Comes evening;
After the light
Comes the darkness;
Over the strong man comes the shadow;
The shadow of Death.
Even now it is on him—hist!
Can you not hear?
A sound like the leaf-fail in Autumn—
A footstep, as light as a cobweb—
A form, like the houris of heaven—
A heart, like the deep deep hell!—
Ella stands by the side of the sleeper,—
Ella the Beautiful—Ella, the Fjend !
The gleam of the serpent still girdles her waist
In the . red and white of the flowers;
Green glow her eyes with the light of the basilisk in them;
Exquisite Ella !—■
Slowly she stoops,
And slowly, the glittering teeth
Waver down t’wards the neck of the sleeper ;
To the great blue vein
That carries the current of life in a gush----- Ah !
*****

“ Why does the murderess start ?
Does she hear a footstep approaching ?
Quickly it comes,
Thro’ the porch—up the hall —
And Sir Geoffrey stands by his children :
Oh, horror! the father stands by his son.
Was there not a fiend, in the family 1
And, at last,—they knew it !
“ Fools ! as if turned into ice,
They stand freezing in motionless terror.
Fools ! ean they not hear
The raven shriek from the Turret 1
Do they not see the rats as they flit from the wainscot P
The floor is sinking 1 . . . .
It is too late !
“The bat has flapt from mouldering turret and tower ;
And down—down in a hideous ruin
Bush the crumbling walls and the battlements ;
Down thro’ the wild night,
The whispering walls of the shadowy Tower of Turvil.’’

A writer in the Revue Spirite makes the suggestion that a vessel may
be wrecked through malign influence, where the helmsman happens to
be a medium who can be controlled by spirits in spite of himself.
A Ghost Story.—The Ballinasloe correspondent of a eontemporary,
writing on Tuesday, says :—“ Tire remains of a man who was buried
six years ago in the continent of Ameriea passed through Ballinasloe
yesterday evening, and were interred in Kilbegley graveyard. Sixteen
years ago there dwelt a family named Kilduff in the parish of Moore,
convenient to the town. The times were none of the best, and
i Mickey,’ the ‘ moving spirit ’ of this tale, and the head of the Kilduff,
thought it best to emigrate, and so parted as best he could with the
‘ bit of ground,’ gathered the family group around him, and with them
emigrated to New York. In a little time the Kilduffs settled down in
Brooklyn. Ten years rolled by, and time laid its heavy hand on old
‘Mickey’ Kilduff ; old age weighed dcwn his enfeebled frame, and he
had to lie on his bed of siekness. Feeling grim death approaching, the
old man ealled his son to his',bedside, and besought him to eonvey his
remains to the ‘ dear old land,’ and lay his bones beneath the sod in
Kilbegley- churchyard, the village burial-ground. The old man died,
but his child thought it mere fancy proceeding from dotage which
made his father prefer the strange request, and, considering the immense
trouble and utter absurdity of eomplying with it, he determined not to
heed it, and buried the deeeased in Brooklyn. After the interment the
son was deprived of his rest at night by strange, unnatural noises in
the house, and his belief was, and it is still his impression, that the
plaee was haunted by his father’s ghost. Circumstanees, it appears,
prevented Kilduff junior from obeying his father’s dying wish until a
short time ago, when fortune favouring he had the remains dug up,
placed in an oak coffin, and the whole enclosed in a long narrow box
eovered over with galvanised tin or zine, and put on board a homeward
bound ship. Yesterday evening, at five o’clock, Mr. Kilduff and his
father’s remains passed through this town. The eoffin was placed
beneath the sod in Kelbegley, and Kilduff is narrating in his native
village to wondering listeners the story of his father’s ghost. ‘ Miekcy ’
was a well-known Ribbonman at the time of that ‘ scar ’ in Ireland.
Many of the inhabitants here could scarcely believe that the long box
brought through Ballinasloe by the ‘ stranger ’ held his father’s bones
till they’ saw it lowered into its narrow home.”—The “ Weekly Irish
'Hines,” October Ydth.
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SOCIETY IN 1878.
BY J.

T.

MARKLEY, AUTHOR OF “ STRAY THOUGHTS ON MANY THEMES.’’

As I have dispassionately dealt with modern materialism
in its intellectual aspects, the ice has been broken for a brief
analysis of the same conditions of mind as shown in its
grosser developments.
By the lamentation of saints, and the ready confession of
sinners, we have proof that the age is essentially unspiritual.
Never, perhaps, since the days of Henry VIII., or Charles
II., has English society been so free, flexible, and “fast ” as
at present. The half suppression of Arcadian simplicity of
manners, and the almost universal contempt for the preter
natural elements of religion, make most people defiantly
materialistic. Education may induce refinement in the
better sections of society; but this attractiveness of character
is not even popular in the centres whence it originates.
Hence the imitative tastes of the working population merely
reflect questionable models. Through this vulgar selfishness
civilisation has become an empty boast With an almost
Shakespearian interpretation of character, Bishop Frazer tells
the nation certain truths, more pertinent than palatable.
With an acute sense of the dangers which beset kingdoms,
when men’s vulgarity debases the best examples of woman
hood, the shrewd man of Manchester foresees results which
might damn commonplace thinkers, before they became
alive to the possible situation. Only few men can look
below the surface, or detect the trail of the reptile in the fair
folds of the sweet midsummer grass. Those, thus gifted, are
prophets in advance of current opinion or ensuing events.
Innocent people rave madly against the stage. Against the
stage, indeed I Why, if the theatres were sanctified they
would exhibit an artificial morality altogether out of keep
ing with the real spiritual condition of modern society. The
drama is truthful.
We are asked not to patronise the sparkling sensuality of
Pink Dominos, or the piquant adaptation of French comedy.
The mirror only refuses to swear falsely. Hence, Pink
Dominos shows London “ fast life ” as it is, and not as
preachers and country people dream about it. The now
famous Criterion play is only the inward and theatrical
sign of an outward and more disgusting reality to be traced
in its beginnings, nightly, near the Haymarket, or near the
station gates at Charing-cross. Let no one foolishly suppose
that the Venus-like girls of seventeen are the daughters or
relations of the carnal old merchants of seventy, whose
money gives impassioned materialism extra means of re
pulsive development. Before people make haste to vote
against the illustrative drama, let them take note of the
radical moral defects of ordinary degenerate social habits in
the great cities of England in 1878 ! Unfortunately, whilst
the press reports, it will not, editorially, recognise the
rottenness which we need not journey to Denmark to find.
It is scarcely to be expected that modern journalism, as a
commercial speculation, can avoid the spirit of gross
materialism which gives current society a tone of moral
defiance that is all the more to be feared because it unites
the wisdom of Athens with the baseness of Babylon. This
explains how it was that the Daily Telegraph recently
apologised for the tendencies of society against the eloquent
impeachment by the Bishop of Peterborough. Evidently
most of the press writers are men of high principle and
humane genius. This makes their position all the more
painful and perplexing when circumstances demand a critical
comment upon the vast, shouting crowd in Vanity Fair. I
am not underrating the boldness and grandeur of the press.
On the contrary, I hold that it is now the greatest in
tellectual, as it will some day be the greatest moral force, in
the world. Society may continue to wax corrupt, selfish,
and materialistic; but the press is so impregnated and
inspired by the best gifts and traditions of literary genius—
so humane and broad in its many-sided sympathies, that,
through its example and influence, theology will eventually
loose its sectarian spleen ; men will learn to love and admire
their fellows; art will only be a new form of moral excel
lence ; and religion be as sweet on earth as it is in heaven.
As yet the press is in commercial bondage. Perhaps the
most discouraging sign of the times is the moral degeneracy
of boyhood. Lads could be at once reverent and high-
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spirited, if they combined the restless daring of the athlete
with the moral discipline of robust but polite citizenship.
This is rarely the case now. Where shall we look for any
trace of genuine spirituality among the tens of thousands of
our young unmarried men ? Vulgar and licentious phraseographs rush forth as fluently from unbridled lips as fire from
the crater of Etna 1 This may seem an unwarranted asser
tion. It is not so. Let any one watch the young English
man—or say the young European or Yankee—when the
ennui of meal-time, evening, or Sunday leisure allows the
free and easy play of a sensual imagination I Where two or
three are gathered together in the name of recreation, there
a pollution of language is in the midst of them. Caliban
never cursed more copiously. The fresh-air verbiage of the
restless moss troopers was what the Anglican liturgy would
be to Bacchanalian slang—as compared with the extempore
utterances of our nineteenth century youth. They seem to
have all the oaths of wicked old grandfathers left them as a
legacy of language for daily use since the day when the
Apostle Peter swore at the housekeeper. What is worse,
even the presence of females fails to ensure decency of re
mark where half a dozen hobbledehoys are assembled at the
workshop, the factory, or the street corners. Although it is
a fact seldom noticed by the regular press, this low form of
anti-religious materialism among our youthful population
may some time force itself, in an inconvenient form, upon
the attention of those to whom the elevation of industrial
society is a matter of philosophical concern.
Education does not always give refinement to young men.
If so, how are we to account for the unseemly parlance of
the billiard-room, the hotel bars, and the fashionable resorts
of hot-blooded “ scions ” at certain recreation saloons in
town famous for spectacular display ? Moreover—and it is
no use blinking the fact—many of our Oxford and Cambridge
undergraduates, and other students, do not often use the
language of flowers in their less academical moments. Has
the age of chivalry altogether departed ? Have we no Lord
Chesterfields in our midst ? Is politeness one of the lost
arts ? The dandyism of Beau Nash and the wearing of
Byronic collars were preferable to some of the more vulgar
phases of modern English society. Our grandfathers might
sip freely of the purple draught, and think less of the gods
than of cards. They at least cultivated politeness in the
domestic presence of the fair sex. Women were sacred in
those days. In a measure that sacredness has departed.
Instead of quiet Hannah More as a model we now have
popular actresses. The piety and quiet of home-life has
given way to a spirit of mere flesh-and-blood materialism.
Beauty, discarding the restrictions of mellow faiths, has
grown impudent in its sensual eloquence, and advertises
itself, with a photographic flaunt, in Regent-street. The
unobtrusive grandeur of holy motherhood, in conspicuous
cases, is now ruled out of court. Society has become scenic
rather than serene. The sight is undoubtedly pleasing;
but there may come a long and painful feeling of contagious
sighing.
A high dignitary of the Church tells us that young ladies
now allow themselves to be addressed in language only to
be tolerated by women of the pavement. The charge is a
serious one, even if only half true. Once let the purity and
sweetness of English domestic life become incorporated with
the defiant moral blindness of the vulgar crowd, and our
noble traditions as a people must surely enter upon a
dangerous departure. We had better retire, with Cowper, to
the teachings of singing tea-kettles, and have moral stamina,
’ than waste a too short life in the mere worship of the non
ideal passions. We want all the prosperity, love, laughter,
amusement, and instruction that modern progress can afford,
but not that artificial social “ restlessness ” against which
the intellectual thinkers of the Saturday Review so warmly
and wisely declaim. To be more refined and spiritual
society need not be less facetious, intrepid, original, or
righteously indulgent. Life may still be a magnificent
experience. As one of Tennyson’s heroines sings :—•
Yet pull not down my palace towers that are
So lightly, beautifully built:
Perchance I may return with others there,
When I have purged my guilt.
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What we must plead for is spirituality of individual dis- j
position. Young men may develop and work off their half j
wild esprit de corps without a repulsive use of cackling slang.
They may be nurtured in the mirth and mystery of wit without 1
making lovely girls retreat to blush. Why should “ our 5
boys ” insult old age in its venerable helplessness at the s
street corners ? Why should they scoff at religion and only
heed such literature as favours crime and health-consuming
lust ? The constant low tone of everyday talk among !
modern English boyhood certainly does not say much for
that desirable spirit of aspiration and honourable ambition, j
without which the nobler forms of civilisation cannot be \
attained. The laurels of Olympia may be won with the !
accompaniment of a clean imagination. Reverence is not ;
imbecility. Politeness need not mean timidity of character. (
A gentleman is not a fool. We cannot expect gentleness in )
women without true manliness in men. In those periods of
history when society is honest with itself—

objective, as Berkeley did, Professor Tyndall says that we
can conceive the continuity of the ethereal action of light
from the sun, but that the sense of light by matter (the
brain) is not conceivable. He does not see that the question
is not of the conceivable line of action, but of the incon
ceivable cause of the action ; and how such a man can make
such a blunder I cannot conceive. The “ chasm ” and
“bridge” are all invention and fancy, and when the funda
mental reason for all things in nature transcends human
thought, why make a special difficulty about thought itself?
Surely the development of a flower, or the growth of a blade
of grass, or the colouring of the bird or butterfly, is all
mystery, and as much so as the budding and blossom
ing of thoughts in the brain.
If the brain is but
an instrument or agent to another substantial and
spiritual being or Ego behind, the mystery is the
same of sensation coming of what is not sensation,
as pointed out by Sir W. Hamilton. Then, again, if the
facts of Spiritualism do not prove the existence of a soul as ’
“A lover may bestride the gossamer
the Ego, nothing else does. No doubt the substance changes
That idles in the wanton summer air,
)
And yet not fall.”
1 whilst the sense of identity remains—another mystery—but
what I have long since explained as a common rule and
This is certainly not such an era of innocence, truthfulness,
general law of all animal and vegetable nature, and an ex
and happiness. The tastes and language of our once ex- |
planation is in the general law and uniform relations; the
emplary aristocracy seem to lack the olden glamour of j
transfer of qualities in every case to the new matter, pre
imperial character. Venus has chosen the speech of the I
serving the individuality with all the distinguishing
uncouth shepherds, and is gossiping of scandals outside i
specialities, and in respect to each part or organ of the indi
the temple gates. In other words, beauty has lost dignity.
vidual. I have called it the fundamental and profound
Consequently, it only follows, naturally, that impudence is
“magnetic” law of life. Hence, each plant develops and
fast becoming a fine art. The fond pets of home-life have
continues the same, and the dog at ten is the same as when
flung off the veil and meet the leering gaze of the miscel
laneous multitude through the windows of the city shops, j! a puppy, yet all the substance has been changed many times.
The old tree is all different to the young one, and no doubt
The Divorce Court records frequently prove that the above
is only the best side of the picture.
j this fact of the transfer of qualities, the .living nature to the
new matter, is a profound mystery, but presents to us all
Among the industrial classes also, to a serious extent,
nature in a new view ; it shows how man as respects this
we may detect this profound undercurrent of materialism
great law is not an exception, and that conceivability is not
in its less intellectual and less comely forms.
Much j
j the criterion of truth.
of the talk in the factory and the workshop is severely
This general fact or law of the investment of new matter
anti-religious. The mechanics, in thousands of instances, ,
at once with the life principle, or quality, throughout nature
curse the church and the parsons. Infidelity is now shout
in all its diversified forms of life and slight differences, is
ing its rapid increase in all quarters. With such an
governed by an unerring law which may well be termed
abundance of raw material, modern “secularism ” ought to
transcendental, or I should prefer Bacon’s term “ magical.”
have a good harvest. Strange to say this numerical boast of
j May not this, in a reverse way, bear relation to the
the Atheists can never be made in times of widespread
! materialised spirit, or rather the spiritualising of matter to
spirituality, and a national religious fervour among churches |
obtain a visible bodily form, the same principle operating in
and families. This fact does not prove that materialistic i
all growth and development; and may we not even so explain
infidelity is necessarily immoral. It at least shows that the
the lobster reproducing its case, the bird its feathers, and
spread of Atheism may be favoured exceedingly by the pre
all the beauty and variety of shells? How do they get formed
dispositions of society in its more irreverent and radical moods
with all the specialities of form, colours, and markings,
of thought. Reform in manners and a healthy moral view of
cunningly preserved ? surely all is magical and most wonder
life and destiny will not come upon us as an abrupt spiritual
ful and inexplicable turn which way we will, a spiritual
impulse. The new inspiration will be less individual than j principle pervading throughout.
national in its power of conversion. The re-action will be j
BouIogne-sur-Mer, France.
bred through a wide and deep disgust with old habits and )
inclinations.
Like the secret beauty in the chastened
elements of Greek sculpture, the dawn and fulfilment of a
A Remarkable Dream.—A dream somewhat remarkable in its details
wiser, sweeter day, in modern character, must perforce ) was
last night related by a well-known commission agent, carrying on
resemble a luxurious growth, rather than an effort of labour
an extensive business in Dundee, on reading in the Evening Telegraph,
and skill. Its naturalness will be its strength. Satire may ! of yesterday of the rather sudden deaths of three of his most intimate
acquaintances. On Sunday evening, on retiring to bed, he fell into a
assist powerfully in fiction. Eloquence may charm many
and unrefreshing sleep. He dreamed that he was resting on
into goodness, through sermons. Caricature, headed by ! troubled
the bank of a stream, and notwithstanding the severity of the weather,
Punch, may sting the sensitive into repentance.
The i ) was engaged for the time in the perusal of an evening paper. A woman,
literary glow of an high-toned and an impassioned press I however, who happened to be passing along, called his attention to a
may sweep popular opinion into nobler channels; but society jI dark object which lay floating unobserved in the water close to where
was sitting. Ha examined it narrowly; it was the body of a human
must, after all, be its own saviour, and its redemption ] he
being. A stone was thrown in, and the agitation of the water caused the
depend on the gospel of events.
; body to turn round, when it was discovered to be that of a man. He
3, Park-terrace, Horsham.

THE SAME MYSTERY THROUGHOUT.

i

j
j

BV HENRY G. ATKINSON, F.G.S., AUTHOR OF “ LETTERS TO MISS MARTINEAU.”

j
Mr. T. P. Barkas seems to find much the same difficulty
I
in respect to mind and matter that Professor Tyndall does,
and has repeated again in his article in The Nineteenth
Century for November. After stating that all causation is (
a profound mystery, that “ matter at bottom is mystical j
and transcendental,” he finds a special difficulty in the con )
nection of mind or sensation with matter—a “ chasm ” we
cannot “ bridge ” over. Assuming the subjective to be ! <

now made every endeavour to bring it ashore, and in a short time, with
the assistance of a passer by, was enabled to place it on the edge of the
bank. He looked at the face, much distorted by having lain for a
lengthened time in the stream; it was the countenance of one of his
acquaintances. In consternation he raised it up, when the countenance
changed, and assumed all the lineaments of another acquaintance. With
great trepidation he allowed the corpse to fall upon the ground, when the
face immediately underwent another change, and for a third time took
upon it the resemblance to anotherfriend; the lips moved for a moment
as if in speech, but immediately afterwards relapsed into the rigidity of
everlasting repose. On awakening, the gentleman who related the
dream was very much disturbed, and in the evening, when he read of
the sudden deaths of three of his acquaintances—two in Dundee and one
in Lochee—in the space, it might be said, of twenty-four hours, he was
greatly shocked, and considered that his dream was more than fully
realised.—Dundee Evening Telegraph, rVov. 19tli.
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certain rapport between the force which emanates from the
earth, and that which proceeds from the operator, and the
stick serves as a conductor between the two, as in the case of
metals with electricity. But who knows if there may not be
beneath this fact, which has been observed even in old times,
the hidden source of a discovery concerning the not yet
understood powers at work.

CAPTAIN BURTON ON SPIRITUALISM.

Monday evening, Captain R. F. Burton, F.R.G.S.,
will read a paper at the fortnightly meeting of the British
National Association of Spiritualists, 38, Great Russellstrcet, London, on “Spiritualism in Eastern Countries.”
As the African explorer who discovered Lake Tanganyika,
and as one of the most distinguished travellers of modern
times, he will probably be as much appreciated by Spirit
ualists as he was a few weeks ago at the British Association
meeting at Trinity College, Dublin, where we saw a thousand
or two people crowded into a hall to hear him, and the stair
cases outside filled with listeners as far as the eye could
reach. The meetings at Great Russell-street are open only
to members of the Association, and to friends personally
introduced by them, which latter privilege the members
should sparingly use, or the limited accommodation on
Monday must be altogether inadequate.
Next

SPIRITUAL PHENOMENA IN INDIA.
A coty of The Christian of June 14th, 1877, lias been sent us. An
article in it on “The Punrooty Mission ” contains the following extracts
from a letter of Miss Reade’s:—
April 27, 1877.—We have had several cases of cholera lately—at
Poonganum it has been very bad, quite different in character from last
year ; apparently much more fatal, and certainly much more difficult to
treat. Thank God, however, several have recovered, amongst others a
young girl in Punrooty whose case is very interesting.
As soon as I went to see her they said she was one amongst
several girls, working at the railway, who had several times come up
to the Mission. Poor thing! she was quite prostrate, in that helpless
THE DIVINING ROD.
condition so peculiar to cholera, but when I asked her if she had been
! BY M. F. CLAVA1ROZ (LBON FAVBB), CONSUL-GENERAL OF FRANCE AT
j
to the Mission she nodded her head in assent, and when I spoke to her
TRIESTE.
I
about Jesus she responded in the same way to all I said. This is the
first case yet in which I have met with any such response. She had
Formerly the use of the divining rod was looked upon !
a rag tied round her hand. I asked, “ What is that for ?” guessing
merely as a particular kind of sorcery.
At present the i | what it might be. “It is an offering to ‘ Peroomal ’ should she get
supernatural is no more, or rather is seen to be but the action i < well,” they replied. I felt I could neither pray for the child nor give her
medicine with this on her hand, so I said, “ Take it off, I can do nothing
of some natural laws not yet understood. What the laws are
for her if you keep this on.” Remarkable to say, they immediately
which govern this peculiar class of phenomena, or what are
took it off, and never put it on again. Considering their superstition
the conditions under which they work, I do not know, but
this was wonderful, and I felt faith that the Lord would restore her ;
until science has found out the cause of the action of the
and so He has done, although she was very bad.
divining rod, it may be as well to multiply as much as
The second or third day after, while she was still hardly able to speak,
or lift up her head, I had been trying to get her to eat; and meanwhile,
possible the number of examples which testify to the fact of
as I was speaking to her, I suddenly became conscious of a man stand
its taking place. Through my influence the phenomenon of I
ing near me, when I looked up and saw a rather well-dressed man close
the divining rod has been exhibited, so I wish to add my
to me, covered all over hands, arms, and chest with flaring red and
testimony to that of other experimentalists who have obtained
yellow paint like flames, and seemingly in the deepest meditation. All
in a moment he began to tremble violently, and every muscle in his
like results.
body appeared convulsed, and for about a quarter of an hour he revolved
I was visiting a friend, who one day told us that he knew
round and round in a circle, his body being bent into most horrible
of a peasant who was able to find hidden wells by the aid
contortions, gesticulating vehemently, and finally, for about five minutes,
of the divining rod ; two other persons were with me at the
he hissed at me like a snake. It was a most evident demoniacal pos
session. I have had a good deal of experience of epileptic fits, and
time, and we all exclaimed against the current superstitions
which made it possible to believe in stories of which wc our- ( it was quite different. His face and varied attitudes were quite
and when, at my desire, they threw two chatties (large
selves were most incredulous.
) fiendish,
earthen vessels) of water over him, he jumped, hissed, and put out his
“ Well, try,” said our host.
tongue, and looked the very incarnation of the evil one.
Our curiosity being piqued, we agreed, and went together
I did not leave immediately, thinking they would attribute my doing
so to fear; but after a little I made a move towards leaving, when
over a broad gravelled walk bordered with turf and flowers ;
some of the bystanders said—“ Go, go! you had better go !” but
we cut ourselves some rods of thick hazel wood, and each
others said, “ No, no, ma’am! don’t go, don’t go ;” and drew me
one took hold of a stick, turning the forked end towards the
further in; and one called out, “Why do you tell her to go, is she
ground; we then walked on with slow steps, attentive to
not the servant of the High God ?” Was it not remarkable ? I asked
what might take place.
( those present what they thought was the cause of the man being in this
state. “ Oh,” they said, “ he was making intercession for that girl who
We had gone about twenty paces when I felt a trembling |
has cholera and is dying, and the god has come down upon him.” It
in my rod, and as we advanced it grew still stronger. Soon
was very terrible to behold, and I can quite believe it was the devil’s
a rotatory movement began to take place, which soon
indignation at the offering or tribute to Beroomal being removed from
the poor girl’s hand.
reached the speed spoken of by the peasant; at this
There has been much to try us lately, but the Lord has been very
point the bark was scrubbed or peeled off, and, in spite
gracious
amid all, and we have been mercifully guided by His hand in
of every effort I made, I was powerless to stop the violent
our rejection of two who applied for baptism, of whose sincerity and
motion.
reality we had cause to doubt, and the Lord did not permit us to be
Much surprised at this result, I looked at my companions ;
deceived in regard to them.

one had obtained the same effects as myself, though to a
less extent, while the other held his rod inert and motionless
in his hand, and would have denied the possibility of the
phenomenon if he had not seen the rapid movement of our
rods.
This first experience astonished, but did not convince us,
for a new phenomenon can only be proved by unfailing
repetition. We turned back, cut ourselves fresh sticks, re
commenced our promenade, and obtained the same results,
namely, furious rotatory movements in my hands, moderate
movements in the hands of one of my friends, and none at
all in the hands of the other.
It is thus proved—not that the waters under the earth
spring forth from the spot indicated by the divining rod—
but that this rod was animated by a power which all the
efforts of a strong hand were insufficient to stop, for I was
young then, and possessed of rather unusual strength.
But why should the rod be of hazel wood, and not that of
any other tree ?
It is proved, in the second place, that this force is en
gendered by means of the organism of a medium, because I
have given three different sets of results through three
dillerent operators. There is then in this phenomenon a
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Spiritualism in Leicester.—On Sunday last, Mr. J. W. Mahony, of
Birmingham, delivered two lectures under the auspices of the Leicester
Spiritualists’ Society, at their rooms in Silver-street, to good congrega
tions. In the morning his subject was “ The Rise and Fall of Modern
Spiritualism.” In the evening Mr. Mahony’s subject was “ Secularism
and Spiritualism.” The lecturer commenced by stating that there was
a body of people in the country who called themselves Secularists,
whose principles, work, and service were devoted to the concerns of this
world only, and who professed no belief in or knowledge of another
existence. But this Secularism, in its practical influence upon the lives
of individuals, was not peculiar to Secularists only, for it existed largely
among the great majority of so-called Christian men and women.
Money and material things engrossed the chief energies of all sects and
parties in the State. There was too much Secularism and too little of
Spiritualism. Mr. Mahony then entered into a disquisition on the
nature and properties of matter, and contended that the materialist had
as much difficulty in explaining the nature of matter as the Spiritualist
had in describing the principle of spirit. Secularism was good in its proper
work and influence, but it was a melancholy error to regard it as the ne
plus ultra of human progress. Mr. Mahony then gave numerous and
ingenious illustrations of the nature, beauty, and power of the human
mind, and contended with much energy that man was oven in his earth
life a spirit clothed by matter, which he required for material manifesta
tion, and that at physical dissolution he would inherit a refined material
organisation invisible to the present eye of flesh. Several questions
were answered at the close. — Leicester Daily Mercury, November 21st.
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ON THE PHENOMENA OF SOMNAMBULISM
*
BY W. II. COFFIN.'

I beg to gratefully acknowledge the numerous communi
cations I have been favoured with by observers of the facts
of somnambulism. The word, from Sommts (sleep), and
ambulo (to walk), or sleep-walking, is applied, widely, to a
psychical state, the most obvious and frequently observed
phenomenon of which has been the act of walking during
sleep (as distinguished from sleeping while walking). Sleep
conditions are inconstant; discrimination between them,
and those of Wakefulness, indicating a continuous gradation
from one to the other, an absolutely wide awake condition
being probably as rare as that of complete coma. In the
direction of sleep are diminished general excitability of the
external senses, unconsciousness of outward impressions, and
loss of volitional control over cerebral changes, finally suc
ceeded by a suspension of sensorial activity with oblivious
ness to internal impressions, or insensibility to altering states
of consciousness in (assumed) dreamless sleep (inferred from
the absence of recollection of them). The continued activity
of the entire sub-sensorial nervous system maintains reflex
control of the organic vital functions.
From the profundity of normal sleep, the first stage
in the pseudo awakening is supposed to be the dream
ing state, in which automatic cerebration presents conscious
but involuntary and uncontrollable mental activity. Know
ledge of the exact conditions and circumstances of this
state must be limited by its more or less imperfect
subsequent remembrance; but it would appear to be an
irresponsible and unquestioned imagination, influenced by
external suggestions, but unrestrained from within. It is
important to recognise the varying receptivity, during passive
sleep, of the senses to external impressions, which, while
wholly unperceived as such in the dream, may yet influence
it, if not determine very greatly its character; and such may
be the abnormal sensibility to them of a special sense as to
originate or powerfully stimulate a course of thought by the
intensification of a sense impression too faint for waking
perception. There always exists, moreover, a selective
impressibility to certain classes of sensory impressions,
determined by habitual attention to them, by previous
mental states, by expectation, by acquired discriminating
receptivity, and by their relation to the dominant idea of
the dream, that must be carefully considered in explaining
the phenomena of somnambulism.
Thus the slightest
external suggestion, if related to or bearing upon the in
voluntary train of thought, will influence and direct the
cerebral changes, while the sensorium shall be utterly un
affected by the strongest accompanying impressions which
in the waking state would be overpoweringly distracting.
Of sleep and dream, then, it appears the only persistent
conditions are the two negative ones, of suspension of voli
tion and muscular activity not purely reflex. Somnambulism
has, in common with them, only the absence of volitional
control over cerebral changes, and in this particular only is
differentiated from the normal waking state. In unfolding
the stages of this “sleep-waking,” the consciousness assumes
successively a qualified receptivity to sensorial impressions,
and then such control over the nervo-muscular apparatus as
can effect the actual execution of anything it may suggest,
even to the most complicated co-ordinated dream acting
possible. Sensorial activity, however, is not essential to the
lesser manifestations of this, as occurs when the nerve centres
for speech are concerned in Somniloquence, while all the
senses sleep. Any one or more of the senses may be active and
the others remain dormant; but itappears that the Muscular
sense, at least, is generally awake, and when acting alone,
on account of impressional intensity, is capable of directing
extraordinary manifestations of the phenomena characteristic
of somnambulism. Of these, after somniloquence, and such
gestures and changes of countenance as indicate emotions
(and which, as observed, are compatible with absolute
sensorial suspension), the most elementary and frequently
observed is the power of locomotion, accompanied by many
complex acts under the guidance only of touch while other
wise senseless, but with a precision unattainable by an
individual merely blind and deaf. Under these circumstances
•Notes of an address oponiug ft debate at the last meeting of the Psychological Society
of Great Britain.
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it is found that the slightest suggestion made through the
muscular sense suffices to modify the ideas that direct the
course of action.
The concentration, by attention upon muscular effort,
of unusual nervous supply for contractility, affords an
almost superhuman strength, well known in somnambulic
cases, where feats are accomplished, apparently without
effort, impossible in ordinary states when only a part of the
contractile power of a portion of a muscle is ever available
save in convulsion and tetanic-spasm. Sight and hearing
may be acutely sensible to impressions conveying ideas in
harmony with an existing train of thought, or bearing upon
a dominant notion entertained, and yet remain absolutely
blind and deaf to the loudest noises and the most intense
irrelevant stimuli. Complete anaesthesia, or at least apparent
insensibility to, or toleration of physical pain, as alleged to
be indicated by absence of reflex action in response to pricks,
burns, &c., co-existing with a muscular sense, if satisfactorily
substantiated, certainly presents a difficulty in accounting for
on ordinary physiological considerations, but pnay well
accompany manifestations of high mental activity only. It is
a well-attested fact that the power and delicacy of sensory per
ception may be highly exalted in the somnambulic state, and
also that automatic reason, when sofreed from outside disturbing
causes, may accomplish results surpassing the possibility ofvoli
tional exertion. When, therefore, such an intensity of cerebral
activity is moreover open to suggestions of an almost supersensuous perception, there are presented extraordinary
mental phenomena which may be found to include in a
logical generalisation many of the wonders of clairvoyance,
mesmerism, trance inspiration, &c. The states of artificial
or induced somnambulism, hypnotism, biology, and
mesmeric trance, resemble those of natural somnambulism,
except as being effected usually without the intervention of
sleep, but present a rather greater variety, on account (in
the opinion of the writer) of a less absolute suspension of
the Will than appears to be the characteristic of true
somnambulism. The waking memory of the somnambulic
state varies in different cases from a partial recollection to
complete forgetfulness; the latter, which is the more common,
is frequently accompanied, especially in chronic or periodic
cases, by a perfect remembrance while in the somnambulic
state of the occurrences of previous occasions ; while a
somnambulist frequently, but not invariably, fails to recog
nise things perfectly familiar in the waking state. Sleep
being known to be accompanied by a diminished cerebral
blood supply, which may be a necessary cause, it is pro
bable that with these exceptional psychical states occurs an
altered local distribution of the circulation. In discussing
the explanations of confessedly mysterious psychical
phenomena by obvious materialistic and physiological considerations, whose resources are far from being exhausted,
and which deserve to be followed till a really inexplicable
residuum is arrived at, there must not be ignored the widely
different interpretation of a transcendental school, whose
opinions, if not yet very distinctly or consistently formulated, deserve respectful consideration. In this sense I have
been honoured by a distinguished physician with the follow
ing communication :—
“Somnambulism is, I conceive, a misnomer; the condition is one of spirit life, and might be called Pneumatambulism, if such a word is grammatical. The so-called
somnambulist is preternaturally wide awake, and sees by
the soul or spirit directly without the instrumentality’of the
eyes. It is marvellous that while nearly all medical men
admit the phenomena of somnambulism they deny that
of clairvoyance, the two conditions being identically the
same.”
The identity here asserted, of the phenomena of Somnam
bulism with those alleged of Clairvoyance, may well be
admitted, with only certain reservations as to the real
nature of the latter; but this issue, to which it is probable
the discussion will be chiefly confined, and upon which
opinions differ, may more appropriately than in a noncontroversial paper be considered at a later stage of the
debate.
„„„„

Miss Ella Dietz and Mr. Frank Dietz will give an entertainment at
i tlie l’erry Barr Institute, Birmingham, on Tuesday next.
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HENRY SLADE IN AUSTRALIA.
A writer ill the Melbourne Age says :—
What do I hind about this wonder-worker to support the theory of
conjuring ? He is not on a stage ; he is not at a distance from the
observer ; and he works just as well with the observer’s tools as he does
with his own. The conjuror works by gaslight ; Slade in broad daylight.
The conjuror has the free use of his legs and hands ; Slade never rises
from his chair, and he never has the use of more than one hand, and not
often of any at all, since it is necessary, in order to complete the circuit
by which the alleged force travels, that the spectators should hold both
his hands in theirs during the occurrence of the phenomena. The conj’uror has his own stage and his own apparatus, but Slade will sit in
your room and use your slate. Nay, more, he will let your slate be held
in your hand while the writing is being produced. In your Friday
evening’s contemporary I read what claimed to be an exposure of
Slade-ism from the conjuring side of the question ; and though I saw at
once that the narrative wasloose and inconclusive, and evidently not the
work of an expert in the study of evidence, there was just enough in it
to rouse my curiosity afresh and send me, in . company with a friend—a
very orthodox friend indeed—straight to Slade’s room, to demand satis
faction, in the shape of a seanee, then and there. I found that Mr.
Slade had read his exposure, and treated it in a very philosophic spirit
of indifference, as something he was tolerably used to by this time. We
determined, however, to make use of the adverse points set out in the
narration, and he readily coincided. It was said, for instance, that he
had on slippers ; he now showed his feet encased in tightly-laced shoes.
It was said, that he had wires and strings about his person; he accord
ingly bared his arms to show there were none. It was said that he used
his legs and feet under the table to simulate the touch of hands ; he
therefore placed his feet, as long as he could endure the contortion, upon
a chair, exposed to easy view, having first shown conclusively that he
could not extend them far enough, without a visible effort, to
touch his visitors at the opposite side. It was said that he wrote
the message on the slate beforehand. I took my own slate, three
leaved, with wooden covers, and wrote my own question. It is
said that he might as well have sat in a dark room, as the writing on the
slate was done under the table. On one occasion the writing (on my
own slate) was done on the top of the head of my friend. At another
seanee I had seen it done on the top of the table, in the very centre, with
only the medium’s finger touching the cover. It is said that he in
variably holds the slate himself. On Friday night, my friend held it
once in conjunction with the medium, and onee in his own hand alone,
the writing being audible on both occasions. It is said that the
messages are short, and, therefore, quickly written. At one seanee it
covered the whole slate, and apparently only ceased for want of room.
I daresay I could easily enlarge this already very long list of dis
crepancies between the”facts and the allegation of the facts ; but they
are quite enough to establish what I set out with, namely, that the work
of stating evidence is really a very difficult matter, requiring accuracy
of observation, logical acumen, and a knowledge of the laws of evidence
that are seldom or never to be found in the crowd who attend these kind
of exhibitions, rather to gratify an idle sense of wonderment, or else to
justify some foregone conclusion, or pre-judgment. I will illustrate the
loose habits of thought that bring people to the work of observancy by
one example that was offered by my experience on Friday night. Hr.
Slade placed a heavy hand-bell on the floor under the table. lie then
placed both his hands on the table in connection with mine, and asked
my fcllow-sitter to put his feet on the top of his. After this was done
the bell shortly rose up, and struck heavily under the centre of the
table, and then came out by my friend’s side ; and, finally, after touch
ing his face, fell over on the table. The ordinary observer sees nothing
in this, but the movement of a hand-bell projected into space from its
state of rest and following the natural line of projection. But as a
matter of fact the line of projection is not 'followed ; in other words, the
bell moves first in an upward direction, secondly at right angles in a
lateral one, and thirdly in a curvilinear one.
The Harbinger ofLight (Melbourne), October 1st, says :—
Incidents at a series of three sittings with Dr. Slade, at the house of
Mr. Parrant, dyer, Lonsdale-street, September oth. Five persons
present at each seanee. Mr. Parrant being the only one present through
the series, took notes.
Three messages in answer to questions were written on the slate
whilst held by Dr. Slade undor corner of the table. Slate held by
sitter at opposite corner of table to Dr. Slade was violently wrenched
three times, so that he had difficulty in retaining possession of it. More
questions were asked and answered while Dr. Slade held the slate. It
was then held by three of the sitters, who obtained writing. A chair on
which a lady was sitting was nearly pulled from under her. A closed
slate was held on one of the sitter’s shoulders, and whilst there messages
were written, the writing being distinctly heard by all. A few notes
were played on the accordion, and the interior mechanism taken out by
the invisible power. The table, three feet by four feet two inches, was
raised about two feet from the floor, and remained suspended whilst
fourteen was counted. 1
Second Sitting.—Several of sitters held the slate, and obtained writing
without Dr. Slade holding it. The accordion held in one of Dr.
Slade’s hands played a beautiful tune ; all saw the bellows drawn out
and pressed in by the invisible power. A large bell was lifted and rung,
then struck the table violently, and was thrown a distance of eight feet
away. One of the sitters was lifted in his chair about two feet from
the floor. Mr. Parrant then put his chair on tbe table and sat on it;
the chair, table, and sitter were lifted about three feet from the floor.
Third Sitting.—Slate writing as before; all who heldthe slate obtained
writing ; one of the messages was, “ This is a law of God, not of man ;
you shall see more of us soon.” A chair came from the corner of the
room and struck violently one of the sitter’s chairs- The spirits were
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asked to take the slate from Dr. Slade and convey it to a sitter on the
opposite side ; this was done and repeated, both Dr. Slade’s hands being
on the table at the time. Mr. Parrant distinctly felt a hand take the
slate from him, giving it first three strong pulls. A lady’s handkerchief
was taken and tied into a complicated knot. The table was suspended
over three feet from the ground whilst forty was counted aloud by one of
the sitters. The medium then became entranced, sang, and played the
harmonium, and concluded with an impressive address. Of twelve
slates provided by the individuals who sat, eleven were written upon
during the seanees, and five of the sitters distinctly saw the materialised
hands.
The “ Own Correspondent ” of the Bendigo Advertiser, after describing
his examination of the room and table, and a series of successful slate
writing experiments, concludes as follows :—
This ended the writing part of the seanee, but the manifestations
which ensued were of a still more exciting and extraordinary character.
The table rose under our hands, and remained poised in mid-air for
several seconds ; a chair turned itself half-round without apparent con
tact ; I felt myself touched, as it were playfully, on the right side—that
furthest from the medium—about half a dozen times, while my stick,
which I had deposited in a corner of the room, several feet distant from
where the medium was sitting, took a flying leap and fell down into the
opposite corner. The seanee closed with the playing of an accordion
held by Dr. Slade with one hand under the table, the music, myste
riously elicited from the instrument, being accompanied by the ringing
of a hand-bell that he had deposited upon the floor, which bell was
pitched into a corner of the room at the close of its share in the per
formance. During the whole series of these latter manifestations my
feet were firmly placed over Dr. Slade’s—at his request—and, except
during the playing of the accordion, both his hands were upon the
table. Having faithfully reported what I saw and heard at this inte
resting interview, I leave your readers to draw their own conclusions as
to the origin of the phenomena. I may add that the slate, with the
“spirit” message quoted above still upon it, is now in my own pos
session.
The following letter is from a gentleman at Geelong, who, from
experience in conjuring and legerdemain, is probably competent to
judge of the adequacy of these to account for the phenomena.
I must admit that I was very much impressed with the manifestations
through him. I scarcely expected so much satisfaction. I went with a
friend to his hotel, and found him apparently waiting for us. I was
much pleased with his manner, being gentlemanly and straightforward.
We took our own slates, and by way of further precaution I had apiece
of coloured pencil, or rather crayon, the colour being green. As soon as
we were seated the raps came in different parts of the room, and on the
table in great abundance, and the slate-writing was soon obtained, and
in such a variety of positions—the slates in some instances being placed
on the table with pencil between—as convinced me of the groundless
ness of the conjuring theory. My own green pencil was frequently
used, a little bit being chipped off for the purpose, which effectually dis
pelled any idea of the writing being prepared beforehand, which itself
would have been impossible from the slates being brought with us. I
watched Dr. Slade very closely, and having had a long experience in
conjuring and legerdemain myself, there are very few of the resources
of the conjurer’s art with which I am not familiar—such as the
various devices for drawing off the attention of the spectator at a
critical moment, and other methods which I have used when giving
entertainments in that line, but with all my closest observation I could
detect nothing like trickery in any form. The doctor gave us another
sitting in the evening, when some additional phenomena occurred.
Slate-writing on my friend’s head; my leg being pulled, apparently
with fingers, the medium being at such a distance from me and having
his legs on view that he could not physically have done it. A bedstead
in one corner of the room, considerably out of reach of the medium, gave
a violent lurch out into the room, and finally the table at which we were
sitting was lifted bodily from the floor, our hands being all off it.
Altogether, the phenomena seemed to be thoroughly genuine. What it
was caused by I am not prepared to say. I have never yet been able to
give in my adhesion completely to the spirit theory ; there are
so many forces in nature of which we absolutely know nothing, that I
have always been chary of assigning particular theories to account for
unusual phenomena.
Mr. W. J. Colville has arrived in the United States, and is lecturing
in Boston, Mass.
Miss Godfrey, a clairvoyant well-known in past times among the
early workers in Spiritualism, has returned to England, and is now
residing at 1, Robert-street, Hampstead-road, London. We were
present on one occasion when she, iu the clairvoyant state, described
with accuracy and percision the internal ailment of a patient she had
never seen in her life before, and of whose case she had previously
been told nothing. Mr. Benjamin Coleman has seen much of her
clairvoyant powers.
Richard Cosway’s Clairvoyance.—Richard Oosway, the celebrated
miniature painter, once inhabited Schomberg House, now a part of the
War Office. In his later years Cosway supposed himself to be in com
munication with the spirit-world, and at a Royal Academy dinner he
informed a brother academician that he had had a visit from Mr. Pitt,
who had died four years before. His friend asked what Pitt had said.
Cosway answered—“ Why, upon entering the room he expressed him
self prodigiously hurt that during his residence on earth he had not
encouraged my talents.” Mrs. Cosway left her husband in 1804 to
become the superior of a religious house at Lyons, but paid a final visit
to England in I821,’to place a monument over his grave.
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poetry.
MODEST WORTH.
Do big sunflower may rise above
De medost ’tater vine,
And brag about its Sunday cletlies,
And put on airs so fino ;
But when do winter howls around,
* do snow lies at de doah,
An
De big sunflower, oh 1 whar am ho ?
De ’tutor lias do float.

27ie Banner of Light.

Qlortcsponlirnfc.
[ Great freedom is offered to correspondents, who sometimes express opinions diametrically
opposed to those of this journal and its readers. Unsolicited communications cannot
he returned; copies should be kept by the writers. Preference is given to letters which
are not anonymous.'}
-------------

TEST SEANCES WITH MR. WILLIAMS.

Sin,—I perceive that in commenting upon the very interesting paper
read by Mrs. Fitz-Gerald on Monday last, Mr. Stainton Moses referred
to a seance held at my house in the month of June, 1872, and at which
seance Mr, C. Williams was present in his professional capacity. The
description, however, of the position in which Mr. Williams sat is
erroneously reported; and its correction is, I conceive, necessary.
Mr. Williams, then, did not “sit with the back of his chair close to
the door of a small bookcase.” Those who did sit in that position —
effectually blocking up the bookcase in question—were my wife’s sisterin-law and myself; and its doors could not have been touched by either
the hands or the feet of Mr. Williams, while, I may add, the half door
nearest to him was bolted. Since then I have often removed the table
and chairs from the position they occupied upon that occasion, and have
thrown open the unlocked portion of the closet, so as to admit of experi
menters endeavouring to extract the said book from the position which
it occupied at the seance in question. It has been done, certainly, but
only with such difficulty as to demonstrate the impossibility of its
having been done by human power under the circumstances above
narrated.
Having quoted Mr. Williams’s name, permit me to bring forward
another case in which that medium’s powers came out in a most satis
factory manner.
On the 25th of June, 1873, a seance was held in my dining-room, at
which Mr. Williams was present. His hands were held by a sister-inlaw of my wife’s and by a well-known clergyman. During the seance
Peter entered an appearance, and volunteered to shake hands. I
accepted his offer, stood up, and extended my right hand as high as I
could. It was at once grasped by the well-known horny hand. While
holding it firmly I asked the lady who was sitting on Mr. Williams’s
left hand whether she had a firm hold of that hand. She answered in
the affirmative. I then asked the same question of the sitter upon Mr.
Williams’s right hand. His reply was equally satisfactory. Here,
then, there could be no mistake, and although this incident has doubt
less many parallels in the experience of your readers, it may perchance
go for something in the estimation of those who have rashly and hastily
concluded that the Riko affair was of itself sufficient to invalidate Mr.
Williams’s claims to the possession of genuine mediumistic power.
S. T. Speer.
13, Aloxandra-read, South Hampstead,
Nev. 24th, 1878.
-------TltE VISIBLE AND THE INVISIBLE.

Sin,—The question as to the essential invisibility of spiritual objects
is one of great interest, and there is, as it seems to me, some confusion
of mind, or of language, apparent in the discussion of it. I suppose no
one imagines forms, as they exist in the spiritual world, to be visible
to ordinary mortal vision. All agree that these forms and objects are
seen clairvoyantly, if at all; and when faces, figures, and drapery
become visible to mortal eyes, they are made so by the action of spirit
upon material particles, gathered together and moulded by forces the
nature of which we do not understand. But, on the other hand, I think
few who have seen materialisations under favourable conditions can
doubt that drapery, flowers, and gems are sometimes produced by
spiritual agency on the spot, although in many cases they may be
common earthly productions, brought bv spirits to serve the purpose of
those who desire to produce striking results with the least possible
expenditure of medial power. We know that Mr. Owen and Dr. Gray saw
and held flowers at their seances with Mrs. Jencken (then Miss Kate Fox),
which in a few moments gradually disappeared ; and in the circles held
by Mrs. Mary Andrews, of Moravia, flowers were frequently dropped from
the window of the cabinet, which melted before they reached the floor.
If hands, faces, hair, teeth, and nails can be created or evolved by spirit
power, why not drapery or ornaments ? Of course these things, while
in a condition to be visible, absorb and reflect light, as do ordinary
material objects, because otherwise we could not see them with our eyes
of flesh. I have seen, just across a small tabic, when sitting with
Slade, a spirit face with long curly hair (the falling tresses perfectly
palpable, and feeling like any soft, fine hair), with drapery so
gossamer-like, and so curiously inwrought with threads and figures in
gold and silver, and with a chaplet of roses, so transparent and ethereal
that not a doubt was left on my mind of the beautiful, mobile face, the
flowing hair, the exquisite drapery, and the lovely flowers being, all
alike, wrought by spirit power ; all of them together making, for the
moment, a substantial, and therefore visible, representation of that
which in itself could not be seen by mortal vision. And yet the face
might, as it certainly did, beam with expression from the spirit of the
being so manifesting itself to us, just as the faces of our friends here are
lighted from the invisible soul within. I have taken hold of the drapery
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of spirits as they came close to me, through the substance of the table ;
and even when most cloudlike in appearance it was quite tangible, as
were the hands which often, at my request, drew it backwards and
forwards across my face and shoulders. And why should the
hands be manifestly substantial, and yet produced by the forces
at work in these manifestations, and the drapery be always of a
quite different nature and origin ? Whether flowers, hair, or clothing
have ever been so materialised as to allow of their being kept seems
extremely doubtful, although I have seen some of these things obtained
by eminently reliable investigators under strictest test conditions; and
it may be that we need only more knowledge to convince us that these
spiritual creations or aggregations may be so made as to last like cloth
from a loom, or a gem from the earth. I think even the wisest of
men is yet too ignorant of the essential nature of matter, and of its
relation to that which we call spirit, to determine what is, or is not, pos
sible in this way. That dresses and other things can be, and often are,
brought and used at seances, either with or without the knowledge of
the medium, there can be little doubt; and what is most discouraging
is that there seems to be such a lack of simple truth on either or both
sides the line. If either spirit or medium would frankly tell us that
material drapery was needed to save power, we might, as Beemed to us
best, accept or decline the proposition to introduce it; but now the
question is so complicated with dissimulation and misrepresentation
somewhere, that even the most unprejudiced of Spiritualists seeks in
vain to do justice to all concerned.
One thing is certain, and that is, that mediums should be made
clearly to see that all their gifts are vain unlessthey will work faithfully
and heartily for and with honest and intelligent investigators who desire,
not to be astonished by some new and wonderful thing, but to seek
earnestly and determinately after the truth that lies hidden beneath a
mass of inexplicable phenomena. Meanwhile, we are all, mediums and
investigators, only beginning to learn a difficult lesson, and should be
patient and forbearing one with the other. And, for myself, under
standing, as I did, all the facts of the case when Dr. Slade was said to
have been “ exposed” in New York some years ago, and knowing how
absolutely baseless was the accusation in that instance (as in some others
that have come under my observation), I feel rather more inclined to
suspect the truth of such statements, even when they are honestly
made, than I do the mediums who suffer from them.
Louisa Andrews.
Brighton.
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-------the unpublished minutes of committees.

Srn,- -The pages of The Spiritualist have recently contained several
references, in connection with this subject, to printed matter published
by committees on their sole authority. I will quote only one of, these,
namely in the last number, p. 247, where you say, “ They sometimes
issue printed documents to the public, which are legally binding on the
whole organisation, but of which their superior officers know little or
nothing.”
I think it is due to the members of Council who are unable to attend
its sittings, to the members of the British National Association of
Spiritualists generally, and to Spiritualists at large, that you should
give the nature of these offending documents. So far as I am aware,
the only foundation for your accusation is the printing, by the special
committee appointed by the Council to assist Miss Kislingbury in the
preparation of the late monthly Proceedings, of a form of applica
tion for advertisements in that periodical, at the foot of which document
my name stands, in consequence of my being a member of that com
mittee.
I hope you will find space for these few lines in your next issue, and
consider my request for their insertion a not unreasonable one.
i
Edward T. Bennett.
i

i
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Richmond, Nov. 25th, 1878.
[Wo havo rceently found two other printed circulars besides the above, neces
sary and unimportant enough no doubt, which havo alse been printed and issued
to the publie without tho Council being informed of tho cirenmstanee boforo
or afterwards. There is ne guaranteo that all printed deeumonts se issued
shall bo unimportant, and tho system which enables them tq be issued at all
and paid for without tho knowledgo ef the managers is inefficient. The eirculars, headed “ British National Assoeiatien of Spiritualists," told tho public
to addross erdors about small commercial mattors “ to Edward T Bennott,
The Mansion, Rielimond-hill, near London,” instead of to the Seeretary or
Treasurer at 38, Groat Russcli-street. When some of tho commercial work of
the Association was earriod on at Richmond by other than tho Association’s
officers, the managers and members ought to have known it, and would havo
known it had all the minutes of committees boon publicly read monthly, as
oemmonly done by town eeuneils.—Ed.]
MEDIUMS AND MEDIUMSHIP.

Sib,—The time or state in the history of modern Spiritualism has
now arrived for the attainment of some knowledge of the law which is
operative in the production of the phenomena which are produced
through certain persons who are called mediums.
As yet it is a question with many who have scientifically investigated
and experimented with the phenomena, whether spiritual or disembodied
beings have anything at all to do with the matter, preferring rather
to think that it is the exhibition of a force or power inherent in the
human organism, and which lias always been there, and, therefore, in
no wise supports the claim put forth by simple-minded Spiritualists,
viz., that they are produced by spiritual or disembodied beings; so it
follows that the very phenomena which are intended to prove the con
tinuity of life in other than human or embodied form, are insufficient as
evidence to demonstrate this all-important fact to the scientific mind.
But the scientists who adopt the negative theory go far beyond
' their province in making such assertion ; it is theirs only at the pre
sent stage of the movement to investigate (if they will) and record the
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facta or the results of their experiments, and leave the theory to
others who arc qualified by their mental and spiritual attainments to
study the law and propound a philosophy that shall be in accord with
the facts so far as known.
The first law is that of attraction, for like draws to like, and the
medium is merely the focus in which the two factors meet for the time
being. By the “ two factors ” I mean those beings who are invisible to
the mortal eye, on the one hand, and the sitters at seances on the other ;
and the second law is like unto the first, viz., the law of projection, by
which is made manifest in objective form that which is subjective ; or,
in other words, spiritual phenomenon is the reflection of the mental
states of those who take part in meetings where such is produced.
Every one who attends what is called a seance inevitably draws those
spiritual beings who compose his or her mind (for it should be remem
bered that the mind is only a term used to express the inner man,
which is as real and substantial as the outer body itself), and to the
clairvoyants these are more or less visible, and are frequently described
as composing an innumerable number ; in short, a mundane seance
itself is but a reflection of what is transpiring at the same time in the
spiritual world, and is to that what the shadow is to the substance.
This knowledge will help to unravel many of the mysteries of medium
ship, and dispose genuine students of spiritual science to be more
charitable and less exacting towards mediums, who to the uninitiated
sometimes appear as charlatans and impostors.
Questionable and apparently fraudulent manifestations, if through a
medium, are the result of imperfect conditions, partly in the medium
and partly in the sitters ; and because they are spiritual in their
origin and supra mundane in their character, the failure to produce
conviction of their genuineness is due to the undeveloped state of
both, but mainly of the sitters.
It is possible that there may have been cases of wilful and inten
tional fraud on the part of certain mediums, but apart from the risk
Of exposure, humiliation, and may be worse to follow, few would be
found to face such a contingency as mediumship involves in other
ways ; but if such alleged cases are probed to the bottom, and both
parties are subjected to the ordeal of judgment by spirits, the offender
(if any) would probably not be the medium.
Take the cases of the convicted and imprisoned mediums and others,
almost as well-known, who have been “exposed,” but not convicted
and imprisoned ; in all, it has been proved beyond question that
their medial power is genuine, and that surrounded by favourable con
ditions and those well-qualified to judge in occult phenomena, the
manifestations have been more pronounced than even before such
alleged exposures.
In the face of such experiences, surely those calling themselves
Spiritualists, at least, will hesitate before parading their own incom
petency to judge between a genuine and fraudulent manifestation, and
flattering themselves that they are rendering good service to the cause
by exposing imposture, forgetting that their judgments formed, it may
he, after one or two sittings, are fallible, and are aimed (probably unin
tentionally) against others who have spent time and means in assisting
to develops the mediums who have been condemned rather on suspicion
than on well-attested positive fraudulent actions.
I do not question the honesty or the motives of medium exposers
(where such are Spiritualists), but their wisdom in allowing their im
pulses to warp their judgment, in condemning as intentional fraud what,
with better knowledge, would be seen to be a manifestation of their own
imperfect powers of judgment, and a reflection of their own spiritual
undevelopment,
I have aforetime referred to the worthlessness of material tests as
applied to spiritual manifestations—for spiritual phenomena can only be
truly valued by the application of spiritual tests—and these are nothing
more and nothing less than mental and spiritual states which we our
selves bring as conditions for the . exhibition of the powers of supra
mundane forces and spiritual intelligences ; and the fact that there are
flaws and failures only proves the action of the invisible operators, who
allow these to form a part of the programme for a wise and beneficent
purpose, and when it is given us to advance to interior knowledge, we
shall see that there is design in all, and that these very flaws, failures,
and fancied frauds, instead of retarding, serve to advance the pro
gress and expansion of the mighty movement known in our day as
Spiritualism.
I do not underrate the value of the experiments made by such inves
tigators as Messrs. Crookes, Wallace, and others who have brought all
their skill to bear by testing the phenomena with scientific and
mechanical instruments, but the result has only been the now discovery
of fraud on the part of the mediums ; they throw no light whatever on
the modus operandi of the production of the manifestations, and the sole
value of all such experiments is to convince the experimenters, and
those who are influenced by accomplished scientists, that there is a law
and force in existence which cannot be explained by, and which appear
to be antagonistic to, the theories and ethics of natural science. But if
there is no other object in view than mere curiosity in witnessing the
marvels of the seance room, even such exhibitions become wearying and
insipid ; hence so many who have even satisfied themselves of the
genuineness of the phenomena withdraw from further investigation, and
leave it as a matter that requires too much time and attention, or is not
worth the trouble of following up.
It is now a question whether public and promiscuous mediumship has
not had its day, and fulfilled the purpose for which it was permitted ; and
Spiritualists are now beginning to sec that mediums are too valuable to
be sacrificed to the ignorance and prejudices of an unappreciating public.
To persist in such a course is certain to result in great suffering to the
mediums, and scandals caused by “ exposures,” worrying the sufferers
and annoying to all who befriend and support them. The publication
of results obtained, and facts carefully recorded, will draw all who can
be benefited, and as for the rest they can wait and must bide their time.
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The money element in Spiritualism is pernicious, and any who enter
into its ranks with no higher motive than to make a living out of it
will find their hopes frustrated, for the great powers and intelligences
who are working behind the scenes, who give so freely without money
and price, have a different and higher object in view, and will not allow
their precious gifts to be prostrated for such purposes, and mediums and
others who speculate upon a monetary success are reckoning without
their host. The primary element in mediumship must be the recogni
tion by its possessor that its use is not for the purpose of exciting
curiosity by the exhibition of prestidigitatorian feats, but to raise man
kind from a grovelling and selfish materialism which knows and acknowj ledges no God but self, and which ignorantly sacrifices the past and
the future for present gratification, and more—that it is intended to
demonstrate the immortality of the soul, and the conscious continued
existence of the individuality after the death of the body.
The value of mediumship is twofold, for it is operative at the same
time in two worlds—the world of spirit as well as the world of nature—
and the benefits are applicable to spirits and mortals. "Wien this fact
is recognised, mediums will no longer be neglected and allowed to
struggle with poverty and adversity, and by the necessities of their
position be so frequently obliged to expose themselves to hostile
and repulsive influences and conditions, but they will be cheerfully
maintained in such circumstances as will be best suited for the develop
ment of their special powers.
Who has yet realised the fact that much of the questionable morality
of mediums is due more to the influences which they absorb by coming
in contact with promiscuous assemblies, the virus from whom poisons
their system, than to their own perversity ? And yet this is at once
apparent to an astute observer of phenomena, who detects immediately
the variation which is caused by the introduction of new elements into a
regularly ordered circle.
Public trance mediumship is the highest and best form we have at
present, where a whole assembly is (unconsciously to themselves) ren
dered quiescent and subservient to the will and power of the controlling
intelligences. As yet these are invisible to the outer eye, but the time
is coming when they will be able to build up a representative
materialised form from the medium, and address even public audiences
in propria giersona. I have witnessed this already, where three of us
met together in a private seance ; and what was done for three will be
done (when conditions are developed) for three hundred and three
thousand assembled at one time and one place, and then a sceptical world
may be convinced that mediumship is not j ugglery and imposture.
This crowning result can only be obtained by patient and self
sacrifice on the part of mediums, and especially of wise and sympathetic
supporters who will take care of their mediums by administering to their
wants and necessities, and surrounding them with such elements as will
afford conditions for the training and development of pure spirituality
in thought and affections, which alone can bring about such a grand
consummation.
William Oxley.
Higher Broughton, Manchester, Novembor Ch, 1S7S.
j

spirit drapery.
Sih,—Your leader in the newspaper of 13th Nov. is a clear and able

statement about drapery and other objects being frequently brought to
seances by spirits, and unknown to mediums. Now in my letter to you
on the 11th Jan., 1878, I gave you a full account of how the spirit
Lillie explained this important subject, and how her “ helps ” did it.
|
SJtlll, in
tff the above evidence Hie British National Association iff
| , Spiritualists denounces mediums of high j^^^uOtiu^n upon hearsay
i) cv.ldle^il<lli without sHowing for a point well known—that spirtis usually
i
bring their own drapery, and do not appear before us in nude form.
|)
Why tax Williams and not Rita ? for the latter was first seized, and
i j was to receive the payment . still he (Rt0a) escapes censure. Has he
;
or Wiliiams been p^^c^j^e^^ly cross-examined ? Both have a stigma
|
thrust unfairly upon them by the Association. who are usurping power
j
and unwisely using. it. indeed. we all have much to learn from
|
mediums before we become their judges. and I hope the Assfclationwill
j
never again have to do with mediums when they sire away or off our
I
own premises. ftt:Lerwise ve^i^y serious harm will arise. loesidle^s mediums
|
will keep awo.y from our -1Assc>cill.tcCln if vie inlcfforc with their freedom
out of doors. But by giving them rope enough, if dishonest, they will
| soon hang themselves, and you also can do your share of help by pubIlishing every authentic report of imposture, thus showing that we hate
imposition as well as Mr. Riko; but I protest against the right of the
Association interfering at all as a public judge.
I
(

Charles Blackburn.
Parkfield, Didsbury, near Manchester, 25th Nov., 1878,

j
j
j
j
j
I

Healing Mediumship.—Miss F. J. Theobald, who has been ill for
some months, writes to us from 2 0, Gi^iii^i^I 1‘aiadh St Lconnid’l f—■
“Me. Omoris lias mesmerised me for soma weeds wHh hs mneh success
ao o iouO expewf, tn entire reouneoy being imposwilflh. He m a ve—
pewecCul meimuri sei aodhlu uifintesosteg Olnfaess aisd unhimitting
ailanSfuni In ionle op eanry hlscousagemenl, am quils beyond preO e.”
■ A Yuuno Aoeltc':—lnu. Lacandor Oliieu from Nap^o.—“Mo sop,
atlio is a trni Splriti—lifS. fifCecn yearn nf ager IoI:'1 Paile nd yru know,
on foot 0or Naples for th it pui’peip yf okatchinef. He eoyveel— gfitop,
Ahuconnc, CuppyS1 Chameuyy knk Mod St. Bneeaodi Aosta, Turin,
Gueaa. List, Levlnu^ OOyrung^i SieanaiRom e, foen vf Su Germmia
end Capu“ tf Neplos. Ufo diy thid iu two menthf pud byo day, lruvioo
0>ndic S yptembee ytcd and kirivinh “n NanCee NPvothIow ■‘hd. Ffis s eject,
eer do doipj0 Obf Oo take dl-ietdher heoe and tliere, “o' ks m .Il nrlisC, amt
to r;oatify liie curiosity. Hc kn g noma nahrow ecrapls trorn brigbndd
iokfle to ih.e meuntaoffl Hc eoyh tin0 ii p sa ly whifld gowe hrm tos
Aagdo a dny Oo wouid likn lh seS huf fno AAa saw. Ho iphiUe .is

^0^^ aid ane wriios foui.n
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STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS OF THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF SPIRITUALISTS.
Mb. Morell Theobald has from the first generously given his profes
sional time and skill as an accountant, to management of the book
keeping system of the National Association of Spiritualists, and has
favoured us with the appended statement of income and expenditure.
The table shows the steady growth of the Association, and indicates
the prosperity it is likely to enjoy in a few years to come. The income
for 1878 is made up only to Nov. 20th, hut in the December of each
year considerable payments are always made, so the regular income
for 1878 will be much more than that of 1877. Mr. Theobald says,
“ The accounts kept by Miss Kislingbury have always balanced to a
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CHANGES IN THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
SPIRITUALISTS.
Soon after the British National Association of Spiritualists came into
existence, and when it had but few members, a few wealthy gentlemen
and others specially contributed £200 per annum for three years, to
clear expenses while its ordinary income was rising by natural growth.
That liberal artificial support ceased at the end of 1877, consequently
throughout the present year, 1878, the Association has been hampered
by the sudden instead of the gradual withdrawal of the annual £200.
The amount required to get through the present year has been made up
by special subscriptions, but as the managers give their valuable time
and work freely, they feel that they ought not to have to send out several
applications for extra funds. Consequently, unless the members slightly
increase their subscriptions, or bring in new members more rapidly, it
has been resolved to reduce expenses during 1879 by keeping the public
rooms open from 3 p.m. to 10 p.m. only. Owing to interior arrange
ments, facilitated by Miss Kislingbury, which can then be made, a
saving of £70 a year can thus be effected. Perhaps the great com
mercial depression everywhere has something to do with the scarcity of
surplus funds. Retrenchment can only be effected by a loss somewhere,
and in this case the effect will be seen in the closing of the doors of a
large central establishment during the early part of the day.
This may be prevented by the slight raising of individual subscrip
tions, or, better still, by the bringing in of new members more rapidly
than at present. The Association only wants seventy or one hundred
new members to work comfortably on its present system. Another great
help would be, the enrolment of those Spiritualists in the provinces who
like the Association, but say they have not entered their names as
members because their places of residence would deprive them of several
of the advantages of membership. But they derive several indirect
advantages, in the reading of the scientific and other memoirs of the
society, in the prestige given to the whole movement by the success of
the Association in scientific research, and in the check which the
planting of an influential public organisation in London has given to
newspaper and other abuse of Spiritualism. Besides, if they join
only for what they can get out of it, books from the lending
library can be sent to and fro by post, or even, after due encouragement,
a travelling library established.
At a special Council meeting last Tuesday it was proposed by Mr.
Stainton-Moses, seconded, and carried unanimously—
1. That the offices of the Association be open, on and after Jan. 1, 1879,
from 3 p.m. to 10 p.m.
2. That tho secretary be requested to attend at those hours at a salary of
£80 per annum and rooms.
3. That a special letter, in giving notica to the subscribers of ronewal of
their subscriptions, ba sent, urging tho absolute necessity of obtaining
increasod funds if the present status and work of the Association is to be
maintained.
i. That a form of appeal, similar to the draft appendod, be authorised for
circulation among members.

The rent expenses in the above table would be greater were it not for
payments received for The Spiritualist rooms.

Mb. Ion Pebdicaris is in Paris.
Mb. Joseph P. Hazard, of Rhode Island, United States, arrived in
London last week, after travelling round the world, and observing
spiritual phenomena among the natives of India, China, and other
countries. He is a firm Spiritualist, and brother of Mr. T. R. Hazard,
one of the most active workers in the movement in the United States.

The Danoers or Hubby.—A recent painful case illustrates the
danger of hurrying to catch a train. The peril is very considerable,
and it besets most men in these busy times. It is not perhaps a matter
of social concern, but it is one in which every member of the com
munity has a personal interest. The high pressure and speed at which
we live, and the impetuous haste of business in these days of extreme
utilitarianism, do not allow any exemption from the common rush.
Even the staid and deliberate classes are affected by the rapid move
ment around them, and must needs hurry to keep their place. No
inertia can check the torrent, and the stoutest resolve to move slowly
is powerless to stem the flood. It remains to adapt the conduct to the
inexorable conditions. There is only one remedy for the evil of hurry,
and a single protection against its consequences—that is orderly
method. Never in the history of intellectual and commercial progress
was the need of order more urgent. It is not the amount of work
accomplished that exhausts the strength and leads to a break-down; it
is the effort made, and the worry of making it, that overtax the energy
of control and the strength of action. Perhaps one of the most
prolific causes of collapse in recent times has been the lack of training.
This is not sufficiently recognised. In the old days of “ apprentice
ship,” and slowly built-up qualifications for work, youths were specially
trained for their business in life, and the difficulties of the career came
upon them gradually. Now one-half of the labourers in any depart
ment of industry have entered it in some sudden way, and industry has
become a general melee, in which those who can by effort accomplish
the greater results are counted successful. The effortless, though not
always the least capable, are vanquished. What takes place in regard
to work finds its parallel in, and is to a great extent the cause of, the
hurry and worry of the busy world as a whole. Everything and every
body presses forward at high speed, and success means outrunning
competitors. The maxim of safety—to avoid physical hurry and
mental hurry alike—is, prepare, deliberate ; in a word, adopt an orderly
method. The man with a 'weak heart who endangers his life by hurry
ing to catch a train, unless under altogether exceptional circumstances,
is probably the victim of a defect in early training, which leaves him
at the mercy of impulse without order ; or he is striving to fill a place
in life for which his chief qualification has been the faculty of ac
complishing by effort more than can be achieved naturally by steady
labour. Some persons are ever hurrying after their engagements ;
others are goaded onward by the pressure behind them ; but however
the “ hurry ” is produced, it is full of peril to happiness of mind and
health of body, and in the end, by exhaustion, if not prematurely by
accident, it kills.—Lancet,
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SEANGE WITH MRS. HAYDEN.
BY CAPTAIN JOHN JAMES.

In Mrs. Fitz-Gerald’s very interesting narrative of experi
ences in spiritual phenomena, reported in The Spiritualist of
November 22nd, some mention is made of Mrs. Hayden, a
medium who appeared in London more than thirty years ago.
The following account of a stance held with Mrs. Hayden is
extracted from the life of Charles Young, the celebrated
tragedian, written by his son the Rev. Julian Young, and
probably the details of this stance may prove interesting to
those of your readers who have not seen the book :—
The Rev. Julian Young was evidently not a Spiritualist ;
but he could not help acknowledging that Mrs. Hayden
possessed very extraordinary powers, not to be explained
away by any suspicion of trickery on her part, or delusion on
his.
1853, April 19th.—I went up to London this day for the
purpose of consulting my lawyers on a subject of some
importance to myself, and having heard much of a Mrs.
Hayden, an American lady, as a spiritual medium, I re
solved, as I was in town, to discover her whereabouts, and
judge of her gifts for myself. Accidentally meeting an old
friend, Mr. II., I asked him if he could give me her address.
He told me that it was 22, Queen Anne-street, Cavendish
square. As he had never been in her company, and had a
great wish to see her, and yet was unwilling to pay his
guinea for the treat, I offered to frank him, if he would go
with me. He did so gladly. Spirit-rapping has been so com
mon since 1853, that I should irritate my reader’s patience
by describing the conventional mode of communicating
between the iiving and the dead. Since the above date I
have seen very much of spirit-rapping ; and though ■my organs
of wonder are larger developed, and I have a weakness for
the mystic and supernatural, yet I cannot say that I have
ever witnessed any spiritual phenomena which were not
explicable on natural grounds, except in the instance I am
about to give, in which collusion appeared to be out of the
question, the friend who accompanied me never having seen
Mrs. Hayden, and she knowing neither his name nor mine.
The following dialogue took place between Mrs. H. and my
self :—
Mrs. H.—■“ Have you, sir, any wish to communicate with
the spirit of any departed friend ?”
J. C. Y.— “ Yes.”
Mrs. H.—“Be pleased then to ask your questions in the
manner prescribed by the formula, and I dare say you will
get satisfactory replies.”
J. C. Y. (addressing himself to one invisible, yet supposed
to be present).—“ Tell me the name of the person with
whom I wish to communicate.” The letters written down
according to the dictation of the taps, when put together
spelt “ George William Young.”
J. 0. Y.—“ On whom are my thoughts now fixed?”
A.—“ Frederick William Young.”
J. C. Y.—“ What is he suffering from ?”
A.—“ Tic Douloureux.”
J. 0. Y.—“ Can you prescribe anything for him?”
A.—“ Powerful mesmerism.”
J. C. Y.—“Who should be the administrator?”
A.—“ Some one who has strong sympathy with the
patient,”
J. C. Y.—“ Should I succeed ?”
A.—“ No.”
J. C. Y.—“ Who would ?”
A.—“ Joseph Ries” (a gentleman whom my uncle much

J. C. Y.—“ Have I lost any friend lately ?”
A.__ » Yes.”
J. C. Y.—“Who is it?” (I thinking of a Miss Young,
a distant cousin.)
A.—“ Christiana Lane.”
J. C. Y.—“ Can you tell me where I sleep to-night ?”
A.—“ James B.’s, Esq., 9, Clarges-street.”
J. C. Y.—“ Where do I sleep to-morrow ?”
A.—“ Colonel Weymouth’s, Upper Grosvenor-street.”
I was so astounded by the correctness of the answers I
received to my inquiries, that I told the gentleman who was
with me that I wanted particularly to ask a question, to the
nature of which I did not wish him to be privy, and that I
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j | should be obliged to him if he would go into the adjoining
i i room for a few minutes. On his doing so I resumed my
! dialogue with Mrs. Hayden.
J. C. Y.—“ I have induced my friend to withdraw, because
I did not wish him to know the question I want to put; but
I am equally anxious that you should not know it either, and
yet, if . I understand rightly, no answer can be transmitted to
me except through you. What is to be done under these
circumstances ?”
Mrs. H.—“ Ask your question in such form that the
answer returned shall represent by one word the salient idea
| in your mind.”
i
J. C. Y.—“ I will try. Will what I am threatened with
i take place ?”
j
A.—“ No.”
J. C. Y.—“ That is unsatisfactory; it is easy to say ‘ yes
or no,’ but the value of the affirmation or negation will
depend on the conviction I have that you know what I am
thinking of. Give me one word which shall show that you
have the clue to my thoughts.”
A.—“ Will.”
Now, a will by which I had benefited was threatened to
be disputed. I wished to know whether the threat would be
i carried out. The answer I received was correct.
I could easily enlarge on the topic, for I have had a good
deal of experience in spirit-rapping, but I think and hope
that the public are weary of so unprofitable a subject. In
mentioning my visit to Mrs. Hayden, I should be sorry to
have it supposed that I attribute her singularly accurate
replies to my questions to any supernatural agency. Though
I cannot unravel the mystery, I am persuaded it is explicable.
All I plead guilty to is my inability to account for an
American lady—a total stranger, who knew neither my
person nor my name—being not only familiar with the
names of my friends and my own movements, but able to
tell my thoughts. That there are certain occult physical
forces on which the media trade, I doubt not.
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
E. B. and others.—When you send newspaper cuttings, please give the
name and date of the journal you take them from. We do not want to
reprint them without acknowledging their source.
Readora in the United States aro reminded that at the time of their recoipt of
this number of The Spiritualist, it is necessary for them to make their
remittances for its supply during the year 1879. We should be much
obliged if every American reader will get two or three now subscribers,
and if some of thorn will pay for the regular supply of this journal to a
few of the chief public reading-rooms and libraries in the Unitod States.
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THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD, ’
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Author of Mill and Carlyle, Moral Causation, etc.
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Alfred Russell Wallace, F.R.G.S. This book contains a masterly
argument in reply to Hume's “Essay on Miracles." It also
records a large number of interesting spiritual manifestations,
and contaius some of the personal experiences of Mr. Wal
lace. 5s.

CONCERNING SPIRITUALISM, by Gerald Massey.
Neatly

THE SOUL OF THINGS, by William Denton.

In

this extraordinary book the author, who is a Professor of
Geology in America, employed clairvoyants to reveal to him
by vision events connected with the early history of geological
specimens’ these seusitives thus saw the Mastodon and other
extinct animals as if living and moving before them ’. they like
wise saw the scenes by which these prehistoric animals (were
surrounded.
The author also sent his clairvoyants to examine
portions of different planets, and they gave descriptions of the
inhabitants, physical geography, and vegetation of each. The
book Is illustrated with numerous engravings, drawn by the
sensitives as the visions passed before their eyes. The substance
of a review of this book in “ The Spiritualist ” was to the effect
that there is no doubt as to the integrity of the author, who also
possesses sufficient Intelligence to select clairvoyants who would
not cheat him. The question as to the reliability of the narratives
therefore narrows itself down to the question of the reliability
of clairvoyance, which. when employed to gain information about
distant places on earth, has been found sometimes to give ac
curate results and sometimes inaccurate results. The review
urtlier expresses the opinion that if ever interplanetary com
munication should be established, it will be by means of clair
voyance or some other of the latent and little understood
spiritual powers in man. Three Vols. 24s.: or 8s. per single
volume.

WORKS BY ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS,
The “ Poughkeepsie Seer."
Nature’s Divine Revelations
The Physician. Vol. I. Gt. Harmoma
The Teacher.
„ 111.T
„ nr.
The Seer.
The Reformer.
„ iv.
The Thinker.
..„ v.
v.
„ .
Magic Staff. An Autobiography oi A J. Davis .
Arabula, or Divine Guest
....
Approaching Crisis; or, Truth v. Theology.
.
Answers to Ever-recurring Questions from the Pcop.e
Children’s Progressive Lyceum Manual
Death and the After-Life
....
History and Philosophy of Evil
Harbinger of Health .....
Hurmonial Man: or. Thoughts for the Age
Events in the Life of a Seer. (Memoranda )
Philosophy of Special Providence ..
Free Thoughts Concerning Religion
Penetralia: Containing Jlarmonial Answers
.
Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse
The Inner Life ; or, Spirit Mysteries Explained .
The Temple—on Disease of Brain and Nerves
The Fountain, with Jets of New Meanings
Tale of a Physician : or, Seeds and Fruits of Crime
The DiRkka and their Earthly Victims
Conjugal Love: Truth v, Theology .
.
Morning Lectures
.....
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MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS
Oriental Religions (Johnson)
.
.
.
.
.24
Religions of the World (Leigh)—A well-written little book,
recommended by The Spiritualist Newspaper
.
. 2
Keys of the Creeds
......
fi
The Wheel of the Law (Alabaster)—A book containing iu
tcrcsting particulars and legends relating to Buddhism
14
History of American Socialisms (Noyes) .
. 18
The Romantic History of Buddha (Beal) .
. 12
Catena of Buddhist Scriptures (Beal)
. 15
Threading my Way, an Autobiography, by Robert Dale Owen . 7
Travels of Fah-Hian and Sun-Yun, Buddhist Pilgrims, from
China to India (400 a.d. and 618 a.d.). Translated from
the Chinese by Samuel Beal, B.A., Tnn. ColL, Cam.
. 10
The Nursery Tales, Traditions, and Histories of the Zulus,
by the Rev Henry Callaway. M.D. In six parts
. ig
The Life and Teachings of Confucius. Translated into English^
with Preliminary Essays and ExplauatoiyNotes, by Jamejf
Legge, D.D.
.
.
.
.
.
.10
Myths and Myth-makers. Old Talcs and Superstitions inter
preted by Comparative Mythology, by John Fiske, M.A. . 10
Awas-I-Hind:: or. A Voice from the Ganges, by an Indian Officer 5
The Life and Works of Mencius. Translated into English
from the Chinese Classics, by James Legge, D.D., LL.D. . 12
On Exalted States of the Nervous System; an (alleged) Ex
planation of the Mysteries of Modern Spiritualism,
Dreams, Trance, Somnambulism, Vital Photography. Faith
Will, Origin of Life, Anaesthesia, and Nervous Congestion
by Robert 11. Collyer, M.D.
.
. 12
The Dervishes; or, Oriental Spiritualism, by John P. Brown,
Secretary of the Legation of the United States of America
at Constantinople.
,
.
.
.
.
.1
Mythology and Popular Traditions of Scandinavia, North
Germany and the Netherlands, by Benjamin Thorpe. In.
three vols. ...
...
18
The Koran: commonly called the Alcoran of Mahommed.
Translated into English Immediately from the original
Arabic, by George iSalo ,

Price five shillings.

4 scientifically accurate description oj Manifestation'

Representing the English and American Literature of Spirit
ualism, obtainable of W. H. Harrison, Spiritualist News
paper Branch Office, 38, Great Russell-strcet, Bloomsbury,
London, W.C.

A brilliant weli written little essay on Spiritualism.
bound, with gilt edges. 2s.
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Price Is.; post free Is. Id.

38, Great Russell Street, London, W.C.
Or of Messrs. Colby and Ripiij 9? Montgomety-street,
Boston^ U.S.
Opinions oi? THE Press.
“Ab a dispassionate scientific man, he appears to have
investigated the subject without pre-conceived ideas, and the
result of his examination nas been to identify his opinions with
those of Messrs. Varley, Crookes and Wallace, in favour not
only of the absolute reality of the phenomena, but also of
the gonuineness of the communications alleged to be
given, by the spirits of the departed, Into the much vexed
question of a priori objections to Mr. Harrison’s opinions we
shall not now enter. We will only say that his descriptions of
facts are couched in a moderate and truly scientific spirit, that
he appears to have exhausted every reasonable test which his
experience led him to make, and that the whole tone of the
book (which is singularly free from dogmatic pretension) is
rigorously logical.”—Public Opinion.
“At the outset of his booklet Mr. Harrison disclaims any
intention of proselytising or forcing his opinion down nonSpiritualistic throats, and it is only fair to admit that the
succeeding pages are remarkably free from argument and
deduction, albeit bristling with assertions of the most dumb
founding nature.”—London Figaro.
“ Although the author has taken some trouble to prove that
table-turning and spiritual appearances are worthy of more
attention than the public are disposed to give, yet we are so
far from being impressed by the evidence he has brought for
ward, that we acquit the spirits of mortals of performing any
of the nonsonsical acts with which they are accredited.
Morning Advertiser.
“ The unprejudiced and dispassionate temper in which
Mr. Harrison seems to have approached the question, emi
nently fitted him to test the authenticity and the value of the
phenomena he undertakes to chronicle, and after a careful
perusal of his little booklet, we are bound to acknowledge that
the statement in his preface is fairly sustained. He neither
theorises nor dogmatiseB, nor attempts to make converts to
his views. Ife states occurrences and events, or what he be
lieves did really happen, in a remarkably clear and narrative
style, without any attempt at advocacy or argument. The
mode in which Mr. Harrison has discharged his task is praise
worthy; but what of the task itself? To those who are un
acquainted with the pretensions of Spiritualism, and those socalled, and to the majority, incredible manifestations of the
spirit world, which are the ordinary concomitants of the
system, the revelations contained in Spirit People will appear
startling and antecedently impossible.”—South Wales Daily
News
Limp cloth, red edges. Prioe Is. Id., post free.
London, W.C. Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office.
Post Free. Price Five Shillings
(With a Frontispiece.)

Cloth.

PROOF PALPABLE OF IMMORTALITY.
BY EPES

SARGENT.

CONTENTS.
Chapter I.—The Materialisation of Spirits in the Past—
Psychics—Mr. A. E. Wallace on Spirits—Tangible Apparitions—
The Materialisation of Spirits through Kate Fox, J. Koons, the
Davenport Brothers, D. D. Home, and Ferdinand Jenckcu—
Spirit Forms, Drapery, and Flowers.
Chapter 11__ Phenomenal Proofe of Immortality—Scientific
Theory of Spirit Materialisations—Kant—Emerson—Socrates—
Genesis of the Belief in Immortality.
Chapter 111__ Materialisation of Spirits at Moravia, N.Y., and
Elsewhere—Testimony of Various witnesses—Mediumship of
Mrs. Andrews, Dr. Slade, and Mrs. Hollis Billings—Katie KingJohn King.
Chapter IV__ Materialisations in England—Mediumship of
Mrs. Guppy, Miss Cook, Mr, Williams, Mr. Heme—Experiments
—Testimony of Various Witnesses.
Chapter V.—Scientific Investigation—Experiments by Mr,
William Crookes, F.R.S__ Mr. Serjeant Cox—The Dialectical
Society of London—Theory of Psychic Force.
Charier VI__ Spirit and Matter—Are there Two Substances ?
—Immateriality—Ancient Belief in Spirits—Immortality in the
Bible — Augustine — Descartes — Spinoza — Hei bert Spencer—
Swedenborg—Proofs of Spirit Power over Matter—Testimony oi
S. C. Hall—W. H. Harrison.
Chapter VII__ The Priority of Spirit—The Senses—Testimony
of Seers—Spirit Photographs—Hegelian Doctrine of Nature—
Ferrier's Abuse of Spiritualists.
Chapter VHI—Miss Cook’s Mediumship—Her Own Account
—Testimony of Mr. C. F. Varley, Mr. Wm. Crookes, Mr. AY. II.
Harrison, 51r, H. M. Dunphy, Mr. J. C. Luxmoore, Mrs. liossChurcli, Miss Kislingbury — Conclusive Experiments by Mr.
Crookes.
Chapter IX__ Phenomena in America—Testimony of Dr. C.
Rane, Mr. R. Dale Owen, Mr. A. B. Crosby, Mrs. A. A.
Andrews, Mr. Irvine, Revd. S. Watson, and Revd. R. S. Pope.
Chapter X.—Materialisations Through the Mediumship of
the Eddy Brothers—Amazing Phenomena.
Chapter XI.—The Spirit Body—Trustworthiness of Seership—
Swedenborg—Kardcc—Chaseray—Cabanis—Coleridge—Bacon—
Luther—Calvin—Plutarch—Charles Bonuet—Materialisation of
Clothing and Ornaments.
Chapter XII.—The Power of Spirit over Matter.
Chapter XIII.—Unity of Forces and Phenomena.
Chapter XIV.—Relations of Spiritualism to Belief in GodAtheistic Spirits and Seers—Opinions of Mill, Spencer, Lewes,
and Buchner—Design in Nature—Divine Personality.
Chapter XV.—The Divine Nature Triune.
Chapter XVI__ Relations of Spiritualism to Morality—The
Direct Bearing of Spiritualism on Morality — Sin Punishes
Itself—A Moral Creed—Tlie Teachings of Spiritualism,
Chapter XVII.—The Message of Spiritualism — Old Reve
lations Made New —Notions of a Future Life — IlumboldtNewman—Kant—Strauss—Leon Case—Indifference to LifePersonal Experiences—The Mesmerists—Kerner—Objections U
Spiritualism — The Satanic Theory — Guldenstnbbe — James
Martineau—Voysey—Sentiment Must Yield to Facts.
Chapter XVIIl.—Further Proofs Palpable — Spirit Photo
graphs arid Materialisations—The Facts and Inferences—Con
cluding Reflections.
London, W.C. Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office.

“THE SPIRITUALIST” NEWSPAPER.
Vols. 1 and 2 of The Spiritualist newspaper (pages the size of those
of The Engineer newspaper) strongly and handsomely bound in one
in half calf, red edges. They contain records relatiug to Spiritualism
in Great Britain from the end of the year 18G9 to the end of 1872,
and articles and letters by Messrs. A. R. Wallace, W. Crookes, C. F.
Varley, The Lord Lindsay, and other able writers. Also records of
how the Royal Society aad the British Association for the Advance'
ment of Science committed themselves by rejecting Mr. Crookes 3
papers on the physical phenomena of Spiritualism, as the Royal
Society did by rejecting Franklin’s discovery of lightning conductors.
Very scarce. These two volumes cannot be had separately. Price,
carriage paid to any railway station in the United Kingdom, -£1 10s,

London: W. II. Harbison, 38, Great Bussell-street, W.C

Crown 8vo.

Post free.

Cloth, red edges,

The new book by
“M.A. (OXON),’ ON

PSYCHOG-RAPIIY,
Illustrated with Diagrams,
SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS.

List of Works bearing on the Subject.
Preface.
Introduction.
Psycliography ill the Past: Guldcnstubbfe—Crookes.
Personal Experiences in Private
*
and with Public Psychics.
General Corroborative Evidence.
I.—That Attested by the Senses
1, Of Sight.—Evidence of—Mr. E. T. Bennett,
Malvern
Reporter, Mr. James Burns, Mr. II. D. Jencken.
2. Of Hearing.—Evidenee of—Mr. Serjeant Cox, 3Ir. George
King, Mr. Hensleigh Wedgwood, Canon Mouls, Baroness Von
Vay, G. H, Adshcad, W. P. Adshead, E. H.Valter, J. L. O’Sullivan,
Epes Sargent, James O’Sargent, John Wetherbee, H.B. Storer,
C. A. Greenleaf, Public Committee with Watkins.
II.—From, the Writing of Languages unknown to the Psychic:—
Ancient Greek__Evidence of lion. It. Dale Owen and Mr. Black
burn (Slade); Dutch, German, French, Spanish, Portuguese
(Slade); Russian—Evidence of Madame Blavatsky (Watkins);
Romaic—Evidence of T. T. Timayenis (Watkins); Chinese (Wat
kins).
Ill__ From Special Tests which Preclude Previous Preparation of
the Writing:—
Psychics and Conjurors Contrasted; Slade before the Research
Committee of the British National Association of Spiritualists;
Slade Tested by C. Carter Blake,Doc. Sci.; Evidence of—Rev. J.
Page Hopps, W. H. Harrison, and J. Seaman (Slade); Writing
within Slates securely screwed together—Evidence of Mrs. An
drews and J. Mould; Dictation of Words at the Time of the
Experiment^-Evidence of—A. R. Wallace, F.R.G.S., Henslcigh
Wedgwood, J.P.; Rev. Thomas Colley, W. Oxley, George Wyld,
M.D., Miss Kislingbury; Writing in Answer to Questions Inside
a Closed Box—Evidence of Messrs. Adsliead; Statement of Cir
cumstances under which Experiments with F. W. Monck were
conducted at Keighley; ‘Writing on Glass Coated with White
Paint—Evidence of Benjamin Coleman.
Letters addressed to The Times, on the Subject of the Prosecu
tion of Heniky Slade, by Messrs. Joy, Joad, and Professor Bar
rett, F.R.S.E.
Evidence of W. H. Harrison, Editor of The Spiritualist,
Summary of Facts Narrated.
Deductions, Explanations, and Theories.
The Nature of the Force: Its Mode of Operation—Evidence of
C. Carter Blake, Doc. Bel., and Conrad Cooke, C.E.
Detonating Noises in Connection with it—Evidence of Hensleigli Wedgwood, J. Page Hopps, and Thomas Colley.
The Nature of the Intelligence—Dr. Collyer’s Theory; Dr.
George Wyld’s Theory; The Occultist’s Theory; The Spiritualist’s
Theory.
London, W.C. Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office.
Price 5s. Imperial 8vo.

“RIFTS

Cloth, richly gilt. Post free.

IN THE VEIL.”

A collection of choice poems and prose essays given through
mediumship, also of articles and poems written by Spiritualists.
A useful book to place in public libraries, and topresent or lend
to those who are unacquainted with Spiritualism. It contains
much about the religious aspects of Spiritualism (given through
the writing-mediumship of “ M.A. (Oxon)”), and is one of the
most refined aud elegant works ever printed in connection with
the movement.
CONTENTS.
Introduction: The Philosophy of Inspiration—“ O ! Beautiful
White Mother Death.” Given through the trance-mediumship of
Cora L. V. Tappan-Richmond—The Apparition of Sengireef. By
Sophie Aksakof—The Translation of Shelley to the Higher Life.
Given through the trance-mediumship oi T. L. Harris—Gone
Home. Given through the trance-mediumship of Lizzie Doten—
The Birth of the Spirit. Given through the trance-mediumship
of Cora L. V. Tappan-Richmond—Angel-Guarded—An Alleged
Post-Mortem Work by Charles Dickens. How the writings were
produced; The Magnificent Egotist, Sap Sea. Mr. Stollop Reveals
a Secret: A Majestic Mind Severely Tried: Dwellers in Cloister
ham : Mr. Peter Peckcraft and Miss Keep: Critical Comments—
The Spider of the Period. By Georgina Weldon (Miss Treherne)
and Mrs.---------- Margery Miller. Given through the trance-me
diumship of Lizzie Do ten—Ode by “ Adamanta
Swedenborg on
Men and Women. By William White, author of The Life of
Swedenborg—Besurgam. By Caroline A. Burke — Abnormal
Spectres of Wolves, Dogs, and other Animals. By Emile, Prince
of Wittgenstein—To you who Loved Me. By Florence Marryat—
Desolation. By Caroline A. Burke—Truth. Given through the
mediumship of “M.A., Oxon.”—Thy Love. By Florence Marryat
—Haunting Spirits. By the Baroness Adelma Von Vay (Countess
Wurmbrand)—Fashionable Grief for the Departed—The Brown
Lady of Rainham. By Lucia C. Stone—A Vision of Death. Bv
Caroline A. Burxe—A Story of a Haunted House. By F. J.
Theobald—“ Love the Truth and Peace." By tlie Rev. C. Maurice
Davies, D.D.—The Ends, Aims and Uses of Modern Spiritualism.
By Louisa Lowe—De Profundis. By Anna Blackwell—Ancient
Thought and Modern Spiritualism. By C. Carter Blake, Doc.
Sci., Lecturer on Comparative Anatomy at Westminster Hospital
—Die Sehnsucht. Translated by Emily Kislingbury from the
German of Schiller—The Relation of Spiritualism to Orthcdox
Christianity. Given through the mediumship of “ M.A. Oxon.”—
A Seance In the Sunshine. By the Rev. C. Maurice Davies, D.D.
—“My Saint.” By Florence Marryat—The Death-beds of Spirit
ualists. By Epes Sargent—The Touch of a Vanished Hand. By
the Rev. C. Maurice Davies, D.D.—Death. By Caroline A. B urke
—The Spirit Creed. Through the mediumship of “M.A , Oxon.”
—The Angel of Silence. By W. II. Harrison—The Prediction.
By Alice Worthington (Ennesfallen)—Longfellow’s Position iu
Relation to Spiritualism—Spiritual Manifestations among the
Fakirs in India. By Dr. Maximilian Perty, Professor of Nalura
Philosophy, Berne; translated from Psychic Studies (Leipzig) by
Emily Kislingbury—The Poetry of Science. By W.H. Harris rii—
Meditation and the Voios of Conscience. By Alex. Calder—
Dirge. By Mrs. Eric Baker—Epigrams. By Gerald MasseySome of the Difficulties of the Clergy In Relation to Spiritualism
By Lisette Makdougall Gregory—Immortality. By Alfred Busse
Wallace, F R.G. S.—A Child's Prayer. By Gerald Massey.
London, W.O. Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office.

NEATLY PRINTED

LEAFLETS

Containing instructions

HOW TO FORM SPIRIT CIRCLES AT HOME,
With no Spiritualist or Professional Medium present, may be
obtained at The Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Offioe, price

800 for Sixpence, postfree, or 500 for Ninepence, post free.
These leaflets are specially suitable
FOR DISTRIBUTION AT PUBLIC MEETINGS,
And in localities where mediums and spirit circles are not
numerous.
The Spiritualist says:—“ Contention about Spiritualism and
mediums should be avoided, and action substituted. The real
strength of Spiritualism lies far more in its facts than in,
clamouring about them; the facts, therefore, should be multi
plied by the wholesale dissemination of printed information
how to form circles in the homes of private families. A pro
portion of those who receive the information will try experi
ments, and those who obtain the phenomena in their own
homes will at once irrevocably recogniso as impostors or dis
reputably unsafe guides, those newspapers and individuals
who state authoritatively that the facts are not true. If every
Spiritualist makes it binding upon himself to ‘drop about ’ or
distribute five hundred of the leaflets, containing instructions
how to form spirit circles at home, the whole nation will be
deluged with useful information, and such a number of
mediums will spring up in private families, as to rapidly in
crease the knowledge of truths calculated to benefit in the
highest degree this materialistic, consequently irreligious age,”

THE SPIRITUALIST.
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Now Ready.

THE

Price 2s. Gd.

PSYCHOLOGICAL
PUBLISHED

REVIEW.

QUARTERLY.

October.

CONTENTS
I—Why must I do what is right ? By St. George Stock.
II.—Astrology, Ancieut and Modern.
III.—Recent Investigations in Psychology. By T. P. Borkas.
IV. —Immatcrialism at Brussels. By J. 0. Earle.
V.—Inspiration and Symbolism. By Mrs. De Morgan.
VI.—James Hinton’s Philosophy.
VII.—Pilgrimages] in France. No. III.—Pontigny and the
Shrine of Saint Edmund. By Rev. H. N. Grimley.
VIII.—Bohme’s Seven Days of Creation—A Study. By A. A.
Watts.
IX.—Materialistic Mysticism.
Hutton on Scott’s Supernaturalism—The Education of the
Feelings—Around the World with Dr. Peebles—Evolution.
____________ E. W« Allen, 11, Ave Maria-lane, E.C.

Just Published,
Price Seven Shillings and Sixpence, post free, Crown 8vo, richly gilt,

THE LAZY LAYS
AND FROSE

IMAGININGS

BY WILLIAM II. HARRISON.

An Elegant and Amusing Gift-Book of Poetical and Prose
Writings, Grave and Gay.
The gilt device on the cover designed by Florence .Claxton and the
Author.
'Contents.

Part 1.—Miscellaneous Poems and Prose Writings.
1. The Lay of the Lazy Author.—2. The Song of the Newspaper
Editor.—3. The Song of the Pawnbroker.—4. The Castle.—5. The
Lay of the Fat Man.—6. The Poetry of Science.—7. How Hadji
Al Shacabac was Photographed. (A letter from Hadji Al Shacabac,
a gentleman who visited Loudou on business connected with a
Turkish Loan, to Ali Mustapha Ben Buckram, Chief of the Col
lege of Howliug Dervishes at Constantinople.)—8. The Lay of the
Broad-Brimmed Hat.—9. St. Bride’s Bay.—10. The Lay of the
Market Gardener.—11. “Fast Falls the Eventide.”—12. Our Raven.
Price Gd.; post free, 7|d.; cloth.
—13. Materialistic Religion.—13. The Lay of the Photographer.—
Prize Essays,
14. How to Double the Utility of the Printiug Press.—15. The
he
spirit
Song of the Mother in-Law.—16. Wirbel-bewegung.—17. “Poor Old
Joe!”—18. The Human Hive.—19. The Lay of the Mace-Bearers.—
ualism UPON THE SOCIAL, MORAL, AND RELI
GIOUS CONDITION OF SOCIETY. Two Essays by Miss20. A Love Song.—21. A Vision.—22. “ Under the Limes.”—23. The
Angel of Silence.
Anna Blackwell and Mr. G. F, Green.
Part ‘2.—The Wobblejaw Ballads, by Anthony Wobblejaws.'
These Essays won the First and Second Gold Medals
24. The Public Analyst —25. General Grant’s Reception at Folke
of the British National Association of Spiritualists.
stone.
—26. The Rifle Corps.—27. Tony’s Lament—28. The July
The Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office, London.
Bug.—29. The Converted Carman.
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PROBABLE EFFECTS OF

PIKIT PEOPLE.—A scientifically accurate

S

Opinions

of the

Press.

Nov. 29, 1878.
From The Bristol Daily Po3t.
“A curious collection of verses and prose essays of unequal
merit.. .. The serious and sentimental verses belong to the type
of Mrs. Hcmaus’s or L. E. L.’s productions.”
From The Kensington News.
It is “ after the manner of Barham, Mood, Mark Twain, or auy
of those merry souls who do quite as much good in their day and
generation as the authors of the most serious works. The Lays
are always original, sometimes serious, generally comic, but
never vulgar.”
From The Malvern News.
“It is In itself a work of itself—original, and a cast of Its
author’s mind. It is a work of great power and beauty; full of
lively imaginings and bold outspoken thoughts, abounding in
tenderness and pathos; sparkling with wit ana humour; and one
that may be read many times over.,. The get-up of the book is
very handsome.”
From The Folkestone News.
“A number of clever sketches and poems, among tlie latter
being a scries of papers entitled The Wobbl^jaw Ballads, which
appeared in the columns of this paper a short time ago,
and which created such a furore at the time.” jJv.ZL An
irate member of the Town Council officially called the attention of
the Mayor ana Corporation of Folkestone to the burlesques in the
“ Wobblejaw Ballaasf but the members assembled laughed at the
matter, and proceeded to the next business. The Mayor said that he
did not mind them.} ... “it contains some very choice poems
and prose essays, Is bound in cloth richly gilt, and has an original
design of no ordinary merit on the cover f
Obtainable, price 7s, 6d., post free, at the Branch Office of the
Spiritualist Newspaper, London, W.C.

MESMERISM AND ITS PHENOMENA,

OH
description of manifestations recently produced by
From The Morning Post.
spirits, and simultaneously witnessed by the Author and other The Morning Post, which strongly recommends the book in a
observers in London. By William H. Harrison. Limp cloth,
review nearly a column long, says:—“Comic literature which
red edges. Price Is.; post free Is. Id.—Spiritualist Newspaper
By the late Wm. Gregory, M.D., F.R.S.E., Prajes&or of
honestly deserves the epithet seems to be rapidly becoming a
Branch Offl ce. _________________________________________________
thing or the past; consequently any writer who, like Mr. Harrison,
Chemistry at Edinburgh University,
exhibits a genuine vein of humour, deserves the praise of all who
Dedicated by the Author by Permission to His Graoe
are not too stupid to enjoy an innocent laugh. Not that his muse
restricts herself only to such lighter utterances ; on the contrary,
logiquos, fonde par Allan Kardec, appears on the 1st
the Duke of Argyll.
some ofhis poems touch on the deepest and most sacred feelings ?
of every month, Price, 1 franc. Published by the Sociiti
The second and slightly revised and abridged edition, for
of our common humanity. . . . The unfortunate Hadji’s narrative
Anonyme, 7, Rue de Lille, Paris. Post-Office orders payable
ofhis adventures amongst the magicians of Whitechapel is quite
its quality and size the cheapest large work ever published
to M. Leymarie.
one of the funniest things that lias been published for years. . ..
in this country in connoction with Spiritualism.
The book contains quite enough to ensure it a welcome from
which Its tasteful appearance will not detract.” The Morning
Just published, price 5s., or 5s. 6d- post free; or five copies
Post
says
of
The
Wobblejaw
Ballads
“
No
one
can
help
laughing
devoted to the investigation of the unexplained pheno
post free for 21s. Copies may also be had bound in balf
at them,” and it says that the rhymes are pitched in “something
mena of psychic life. Edited by Alexandre Aksakof, and
calf, with marbled edges, price 8s. Gd. per volume, post free.
like the same key ’’ as The Bon Gaultier Ballads or The Biglow
contributed to by soveral German and foreign men of science.
Papers,
“
with
an
appreciably
successful
result.
”
Price Is. monthly.—Leipsic: Oswald Mutze. London: The
From
The
Court
Journal.
Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office.
CONTENTS.
“All arc of marked ability, . . . Occasionally we find verse of
CHAPTER I:—First Effects Produced by Mesmerism—Sensations
great beauty, showing that the author possesses the pure poetic
—Process for Causing Mesmeric Sleep—The Sleep or Mesmeric
gift.’’
State—It Occurs Spontaneously in Sleep-Walkers—Phenomena of
From The Graphic.
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